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Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Board Meeting  –  Agenda  

October  24,  2022  |  4 :00–6:00  p.m. 

 
PENDING  PASSAGE  OF  RESOLUTION  009-2022,  ITEM  2  ON  THE  AGENDA,  THIS  MEETING  WILL  BE  HELD 

VIRTUALLY VIA REMOTE CONFERENCING SERVICE —  NO  PHYSICAL MEETING LOCATION  

 

Zoom Webinar:  https://us02web.zoom.us/j/83258603087  

Dial:  +1 669 444 9171  
Webinar  ID:  832 5860 3087  

Passcode: 440274  
 

Agenda  and  materials  are  available  at:  www.sonomavalleygroundwater.org  

1. Call to  Order and Roll Call 
2. Consider Emergency Resolution 009-2022 
3. Public comment on matters not listed on the  agenda but within the subject matter jurisdiction of 

the board 
4. Consent  Calendar 

a) Approve Minutes of  July 25, 2022  Board Meeting  
b) Approve Year-to-Date Financial Report   

5. Directors/Subcommittee Report  
6. Advisory Committee Report  
7. Information Items 

a) County Well Ordinance Update 
b) Drought Executive Order  Compliance Update 
c) Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP) Implementation  update.  
d) Fee Implementation Update 

8. Action Items 
a) GSA Board appointed interest-based seats. Six  of the 12  Advisory Committee 

members are appointed by the Board. All seat terms are expiring (Environmental 
(1), Agriculture (1), Rural Residential (1), Business (1), At-Large (2)). Staff  recommends 
applicants be appointed.  

b) Consider Sustainable Groundwater Management grant application support. Staff
recommends the Board support the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
Sustainable Groundwater Management Round 2 Project and approve  a resolution. 

c) Resolution Commending Plan Manager Jay Jasperse. 
9. Administrator, Plan Manager  and Legal Counsel Report 
10. Adjournment 

 

This agenda posted this  17th  day of October, 2022  
 Secretary/Clerk of the Board  
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Directors Alternates 

City of Sonoma Jack Ding Kelso Barnett 

County of Sonoma Susan Gorin James Gore 

North Bay Water District Mike Sangiacomo Carolyn Wasem 

Sonoma County Water Agency David Rabbitt James Gore 
Sonoma Resource Conservation District Vicki Mulas Beth Bruzzone 

Valley of the Moon Water District Steve Rogers Gary Bryant 

This agenda has been prepared and posted at least 72 hours prior to the regular meeting of the Board of 
Directors in accordance with the Ralph M. Brown Act. The Board cannot take action on any unscheduled 
items unless it is declared by a super majority vote of at least three-fourths (3/4) of the Board that an 
emergency exists or there is an urgent need to take immediate action, and the need for action came to the 
attention of the district after the agenda was posted. Agenda items are numbered for identification purposes 
only and will not necessarily be considered in the indicated order. Details and supporting materials 
concerning agenda items are available for public reference during normal working hours at the Agency Office. 

Special Accommodations: If you have a disability which requires an accommodation, an alternative format, 
or requires another person to assist you while attending this meeting, please contact West Yost Associates, 
(707) 543-8506, as soon as possible to ensure arrangements for accommodation. 

Public Comment: The public may comment on closed session items prior to the Board adjourning to closed 
session. In order that all interested parties have an opportunity to speak, please be brief and limit your comments 
to the subject under discussion. Each person is usually granted 3 minutes to speak; time limitations are at the 
discretion of the Chair. While the public is welcome to address the Board, under the Brown Act Board members 
may not deliberate or take action on items not on the agenda, and generally may only listen. 

Meeting Documents: The associated documentation is available at the offices of the local agencies listed 
above and on the website at: www.sonomavalleygroundwater.org. Any changes to the date of the hearing, or 
any other updates will be noticed on the above website. For more information, please contact Bill Keene, 
administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org. 
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Agenda Item: 2 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Action  Item  

 
TO:   BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:   Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:   Emergency Resolution to Meet Virtually  
  
 
Summary:  Government Code section 54953(e), amended by AB 361, permits Brown Act legislative  
bodies to meet solely via teleconference in specified situations. The proposed resolution makes findings  
to permit legislative bodies of  the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency ("Agency")  to meet  
via teleconference  pursuant  to Section  54953(e).  
  
 

Background  
Prior to September 16, 2021, the Brown Act only permitted a few legislative body members to  attend a  
meeting via  teleconference,  and required the Agency  to  list  all locations, give notice  and access at  each  
teleconference  location, have a quorum in the jurisdiction, and offer  a physical location for the public to  
attend and provide public comment. (Government Code, § 54953(b)(3).)      
 
On March 4, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom  proclaimed a state of emergency to  exist in California as a  
result of the threat of the COVID-19 virus pandemic. That  proclamation remains in place  today and 
applies statewide.  Subsequently, the Governor issued Executive Orders that, in part,  suspended 
provisions of the Brown Act  to  allow completely teleconferenced meetings so long as the public was  
afforded certain  access and opportunity to participate. The Agency  met via teleconference pursuant to  
these Executive Orders  until they expired on  September 30, 2021.  
 
On September 16, 2021, the  Governor  signed urgency legislation Assembly Bill  361,  which, effective 
immediately,  amended  the Brown Act  to  allow legislative bodies  to  meet in modified  teleconference 
situations if (1)  the Governor  has proclaimed a state  of  emergency  applicable within  the  body's  
jurisdiction,  and (2)  either (a) state or local officials implemented or  recommended measures to promote 
social  distancing, or (b)  the legislative  body finds, by  majority vote, that  the  emergency  conditions make  
meeting in person an imminent  risk  to attendee human health and safety.  The legislative body can meet  
via teleconference  when social distancing is  recommended,  to decide if  meeting in person would be a  
danger  to  attendee health and safety,  or,  after voting as such, meeting pursuant  to  that  vote. In any  
situation, the  legislative body i s required to  reevaluate  its decision to  meet  via teleconference at least  
every thirty (30) days.  

 
On September 22, 2021, Health Officer  of the County of Sonoma,  Dr. Sundari  R. Mace, MD MPH,  issued 
"Sonoma County Public Health Recommendations  for Safely Holding Public  Meetings." Paragraphs 3 a nd 4 
of those recommendations  provide "it is  recommended that  the protocol  [to meet in person] require social  
distancing  –  i.e.,  six feet of  separation between attendees …" and "seating arrangements  should allow  for  
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staff and m embers of the public  to easily maintain at  least  six-foot distance from one  another at  all  
practicable times."   These recommendations remain effective today.  
 
Further,  aspects and conditions of the COVID-19 vi rus pandemic make  meeting in person present  
imminent  risks to the health  or  safety of attendees. Specifically,  because the virus is passed from  person to  
person through the air  when i n close  contact  with an infected person, no matter if he or she has symptoms  
or not.   
 
The  Board adopted Resolution 006-2022  on  July 25,  2022,  resolving for all Agency  legislative bodies to  
meet via teleconference. That resolution expired as  an operation of law since the Board did not renew it  
within 30 days of adoption. Therefore,  the Board is  required to adopt new initial  findings rather than 
extend the prior resolution.   

Current Situation  
The proposed Resolution finds the Governor  has proclaimed a state of  emergency related to the  
COVID-19 virus pandemic on March 4, 2020, that Dr. Sundari, a local officer, has recommended 
measures to promote social distancing,  that as a result of  the  emergency, meeting in person would 
present imminent risks to  the health or safety of attendees,  and, because of these facts, the Board 
resolves for all Agency legislative bodies to hold meetings pursuant to Government Code section 
54953(e). The Resolution also provides  that  it will terminate in 30 days, unless extended by the Board or  
terminated early.   
 
Adopting the proposed resolution will  allow the  Agency's  legislative body  to  conduct meetings  solely  
via teleconference  in conformity  with Government  Code section 54953(e). Specifically,  legislative  
bodies, including the  Board,  will be  able  to meet via teleconference  without giving  notice  of each  
teleconference location,  posting  notice at  each location,  providing  public  access at each  location,  
requiring  a  quorum be  present within the  Agency's  jurisdictional boundaries, or providing  an option to  
meet at a physical location.  Instead, the  legislative body  will  be required to  (1) give notice of  the  
meeting and  post agendas as  otherwise required,  (2) allow members  of the  public to access the  
meeting via call-in or internet-based service (e.g. Zoom), (3) provide details  on the  agenda  regarding  
how to access the meeting and comment,  (4) give an opportunity for  the public  to comment  pursuant  
to Government Code  section 54954.3 and allow a reasonable  amount  of time  during public comment  
for a  person to register,  login, and comment, and (5) monitor the call  lines and internet-based service  
lines to ensure  no  disruption hinders access  or ability to comment, and if there is, take  no action until  
public access  is restored, or  else the action is  subject to challenge.  

Staff Recommendation  
1.  Approve Resolution 009-2022  which would allow the  October 24  meeting to occur  remotely, as  

well as all meeting of Agency legislative bodies for the following 30 days.  
 

2.  Direct staff  to  take all actions necessary  to effectuate the purpose and intent of the Resolution.  

3.  Discuss whether  the Board would prefer, depending on circumstances  at  that time,  to meet  
remotely or in person for  the next Board meeting. Note that if  a public health emergency 
continues to persist, the Board will need to re-consider and re-adopt a resolution specific to  
those circumstances to meet remotely.    

   
 

Agenda Item: 2 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 
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Agenda Item: 2 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Fiscal Information 
Minor fiscal impact. Meeting remotely reduces meeting expenses by approximately $250 per meeting. 

Vote Required 
Majority. 

List of Attachments 
1. Resolution No. 009-2022 

Contact 
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506, administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org 
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Agenda Item 2, Attachment 1 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

RESOLUTION  NO.:  009-2022  
Dated:  October 24, 2022  

 

RESOLUTION  OF  THE BOARD  OF DIRECTORS OF THE  SONOMA VALLEY  GROUNDWATER  
SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY RATIFYING THE PROCLAIMED  STATE OF EMERGENCY  DATED  MARCH  
4, 2020  APPLICABLE IN  ITS JURISDICTION  AND AUTHORIZING  TELECONFERENCE MEETINGS  OF  
THE LEGISLATIVE  BODIES  OF THE  SONOMA VALLEY  GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY    AGENCY  

PURSUANT  TO  BROWN  ACT  PROVISIONS.  
 

WHEREAS, the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency ("SVGSA" or "Agency") 
is  committed to preserving and nurturing public access and participation in meetings  of its legislative  
bodies;  and  
 

WHEREAS, all meetings of  SVGSA’s Board of Directors ("Board")  and other legislative  
bodies  are open,  and  publ ic,  as required by the Ralph M. Brown Act, Government  Code section 54950 et  
seq., so that any  member of the public may  attend, participate, and watch the  Agency’s  legislative  bodies  
conduct  the Agency's  business;  and  
 

WHEREAS, Government Code section 54953(e)(1) provides a legislative body may meet  
via teleconference if the Governor has proclaimed a state of emergency pursuant  to Government  Code  
section 8625 and either (1)  state  or  local  officials  have  imposed  or  recommended measures  to  promote  
social distancing, (2) the legislative body meets to determine by majority vote that, as  a result of  the  
emergency,  meeting in person would present  imminent  risks to the health or safety of  attendees,  or  (3) 
the legislative body has voted as such and is meeting pursuant  to  that vote; and  

 
WHEREAS, while a legislative body meets via teleconference pursuant  to Section 

54953(e), it must take actions to preserve public access and public participation and give notice of  the  
meeting and  post agendas as otherwise required, allow members of the public to access the meeting via  
call-in line or internet-based service line, provide details on the agenda on how to  access the meeting and  
give public comment, give an opportunity to comment pursuant  to Government  Code section 54954.3  
and allow a reasonable amount of time during public comment for a person to register, login, and 
comment,  and monitor  the call-in line and internet-based service line  to ensure no disruption hinders  
access or  ability  to comment, if there is, take  no action until public access is restored; and   

 
WHEREAS, a legislative body's decision to meet pursuant  to Section 54953(e) must be  

reevaluated and renewed at least every thirty (30)  days, or  else the body will  be  required to  adopt  new  
initial findings; and  

 
WHEREAS, the Board adopted Resolution 006-2022  on  July 25, 2022,  resolving  for all 

Agency  legislative bodies to meet via teleconference  and that resolution has expired so the  Agency  is  
required to adopt new initial findings; and  
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Agenda Item 2, Attachment 1 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

WHEREAS, on March 4, 2020, Governor Gavin Newsom proclaimed a state of emergency 
pertaining to the threat to human health and safety posed by the COVID-19 virus pandemic and that 
proclamation remains in effect to this day in the Agency's jurisdiction, Sonoma County, and statewide; 
and 

WHEREAS, the Health Officer of the County of Sonoma, Dr. Sundari R. Mace, MD MPH, 
issued "Sonoma County Public Health Recommendations for Safely Holding Public Meetings" on 
September 22, 2021, which recommends measures to promote social distancing, including that people 
maintain at least six-foot distance from one another; and 

WHEREAS, the September 22, 2021, public health order is still in effect; and 

WHEREAS, pursuant to Government Code section 8635 et seq., the Board has the 
authority during a state of emergency to take all actions necessary to perform its functions in the 
preservation of law and order, preservation of the furnishing of local services, and protection of life and 
property, which includes the authority to direct meetings of all Agency legislative bodies to be held via 
teleconference pursuant to this Resolution; and 

WHEREAS, the Board of Directors desires to ratify the Governor's March 4, 2020, 
proclamation of state of emergency related to the COVID-19 pandemic as it applies in the Agency's jurisdiction, 
find a local official has recommended measures that promote social distancing, find that as a result of the 
emergency, meeting in person would present imminent risks to the health or safety of attendees, and 
authorize teleconference meetings of SPPGSA legislative bodies pursuant to Section 54953(e)(1) so long as all 
provisions of that section are followed to provide public access and opportunity for public comment; and 

WHEREAS, SVGSA has made and will continue to make all agendas and materials available 
online, provide access to meetings via a call-in option and/or internet-based service option for all meetings 
of Agency legislative bodies, and permit persons requiring additional assistance to access meetings to 
contact the Administrator to request reasonable accommodations. 

NOW, THEREFORE, THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF SVGSA DOES HEREBY RESOLVE AS FOLLOWS: 

Section 1. Recitals. The Recitals set forth above are true and correct and areincorporated into this 
Resolution by this reference. 

Section 2. Ratification of Governor’s Proclamation of a State of Emergency. The Board hereby ratifies the 
Governor of the State of California’s Proclamation of State of Emergency related to the COVID-19 virus 
pandemic dated March 4, 2020, and finds the Proclamation remains valid and applicable within the 
jurisdiction of the Agency. 

Section 3. Measures to Promote Social Distancing. The Board hereby finds a state of emergency exists 
within the jurisdiction of the Agency related to the COVID-19 virus pandemic, the conditions of that 
emergency present an imminent risk to the health and safety of attendees at Agency legislative body 
meetings, and the Health Officer of the County of Sonoma, Dr. Sundari R. Mace, MD MPH, has 
recommended measures to promote social distancing. 
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Section 4.  Remote Teleconference Meetings.  All meetings of  SVGSA  legislative bodies are hereby  
authorized and directed to take all actions necessary to carry out the intent and  purpose of this Resolution 
including, conducting open and public meetings in accordance with  Government  Code  section  54953(e)  
and  other applicable  provisions  of  the  Brown  Act.  
 
Section 5.  Effective  Date of Resolution. This Resolution  shall take effect immediately  upon its adoption and 
shall be effective  for 30 days unless the Board takes  action to  rescind the Resolution.  On or before the  
30th  day since adoption, the Board may  take action to  extend the Resolution's permissions pursuant to  
Government Code section 54953(e)(3).  
 
PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater  Sustainability    Agency,  
this  24th  day of  October  2022,  by the  following vote:  
 
 
MEMBERS:  
 
Gorin: _____   Ding: ______   Mulas: _______   Rabbitt: ______    Rogers: ______   Sangiacomo:  _______  
 
 
AYES:     NOES:    ABSENT:    ABSTAIN:  
 
 
SO ORDERED  
 
The within  instrument  is  a  correct copy  of  the  original  on  file  with  this  office.  
 
 
ATTEST:  DATE:  October 24, 2022  
 
 
 
 

Bill Keene  
Clerk  of  the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater  Sustainability  Agency  
         of  the  State of  California  in  and  for  the  County  of  Sonoma  
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Agenda Item: 4A 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Board Meeting  | D raft  Minutes  

July 25, 2022  
 

http://sonomavalleygroundwater.org/  

 

1.  Call to Order and Roll Call  
Chair  Gorin,  called the meeting to  order  at  4:02  p.m.  and  asked  Bill Keene, Administrator,  to 
conduct roll call. Directors  Ding, Gorin,  Rabbitt,  Rogers  and Sangiacomo  were present.  Director  
Bruzzoni  (Alternate for  Director Mulas) arrived 4:05 p.m.  
 
Bill Keene welcomed the Board and AC members, and members of public. He said he would be  
reaching out to  all Board members in the coming weeks.  
 

2.  Consider Emergency Resolution 006-2022 
Director Gorin  explained that Governor Newsom’s Executive Order for Emergency Meetings expired 
on  September 30th. Since  then, if the Board meets virtually, it needs to declare an emergency and 
pass a resolution which lasts for 30 days. The  Board needs  to pass Resolution 006-2022 to  allow this  
meeting to take place remotely, as well as  all meetings of Agency legislative bodies for the  following 
30 days.  
 
Director  Ding  moved to approve  Emergency  Resolution 006-2022  which would allow today’s  
meeting to occur remotely, as well as all meetings  of Agency legislative bodies for the following 30 
days  as presented,  Director  Rabbitt  seconded. Motion passed 6-0-0.   
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
 

3.  Public  comment on matters not listed on the agenda but within the subject  
matter jurisdiction of the Board  

None.  
 
4.  Consent Calendar  

a.  Approve Minutes of June 27, 2022  
b.  Approve Year-to-Date Financial Report  

No public comment.  

07.25.22 SV GSA Board Mtg Draft Minutes2/sp 1 
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Director  Rabbitt  moved to approve the Consent Calendar  as presented,  Director  Sangiacomo  
seconded. Motion passed  5-0-1.  Director Bruzzone  abstained.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  abstain, didn’t receive minutes  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  - aye  
 
5.  Directors/Subcommittee Report  
No report, no public comment.  
 
6.  Advisory Committee Report  
Fred Allebach, SV GSA AC Chair said there isn’t much to report and mentioned an upcoming field trip 
for Advisory Committee members  that would take place in August.  A written report is in the packet.  
No questions, no  public comment.  
 
 Director Gorin suggested that  Bill Keene invite/include  the  Board on the field trip.  
 
7.  Information Items  

a.  Groundwater Sustainability Plan Implementation  Update  
 
Marcus Trotta, Plan Manager gave a brief update.  Staff has been in transition mode  and spent much 
time working on  the Rate and Fee study. They are looking forward  to starting work on 
implementation  activities in the  Plan. Many  projects are  related to the  Prop 68 grant funding 
including  deep well monitoring drilling  in the three basins. The contractor completed  work  last week  
in the Santa Rosa Plain and will be  moving to  Petaluma Valley  next.  Drilling in Sonoma Valley is  
expected to begin in late September/early October. Staff is also working on scope  for  service 
agreement between Sonoma Water and the  GSAs  to start  implementing  some programs in the GSP. 
Together  with the  administrative team at West Yost, they  are  prioritizing GSP  implementation items  
that  the  Board could put forward for  the  next round of  SGMA  grants.  Staff will  take  the list  to  
Advisory Committee  members  for input  before the  next  Board  meeting.  
 
No questions, no public comment.  
 
8.  Action Items  

a.  Secretary of the Board.  Consider Resolution appointing Bill Keene, SV GSA  
Administrator, as  Secretary of  the Board.  

 
On  July 1, 2022, Bill Keene,  subconsultant  of  West Yost Associates,  was hired  to serve as  
Administrator for the  Sonoma Valley  GSA.  The Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability  Agency 
(GSA) Board of Directors  appoints the Board Secretary. With the recent addition of  the  new GSA  
Administrator, the Board needs to  appoint a  new Board Secretary. Bill Keene outlined duties of the  
Secretary  of the Board.  

    

Agenda Item: 4A 
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Agenda Item: 4A 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

No questions, no public comment.  
 
Director  Sangiacomo  moved  to  appoint Bill Keene  as Board Secretary for the Sonoma Valley GSA,  
Director  Rabbitt  seconded. Motion passed 6-0-0.   
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone–  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
 

b.  Signatory of GSA Account.  Consider adding Bill Keene, SV GSA  Administrator, as  
signatory of GSA account.  

 
On  July 1, 2022, Bill Keene, subconsultant  of  West Yost Associates,  was hired  to serve as  
Administrator for the  Sonoma Valley  GSA.  Pursuant to Section 3.1 of  the GSA Bylaws, the  
Administrator duties include managing the Agency’s financial operations; expend budgeted funds in 
compliance with Chapter 2, Article V of the Sonoma County  Code of Ordinances; authorize  
purchases  of up to and including $50,000 in conformance with the annual Board-approved budget; 
execute  time and cost change orders; and solely sign Sonoma Valley  GSA  checks and/or claims  
requests  in the amount of $25,000 or less.  Staff is requesting the Board consider adding Bill Keene,  
Sonoma Valley GSA Administrator, as signatory of the GSA  account.  

No questions, no public comment.  
 
Director  Rabbitt  moved  to  authorize  adding Bill Keene, Sonoma Valley GSA Administrator, as  
signatory of the GSA account pursuant to Section 3.1 of the Agency’s Bylaws,  Director  Sangiacomo  
seconded. Motion passed 6-0-0.   
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone–  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
 

c.  GUIDE Program Approval.  Consider authorizing the Administrator to finalize  
preparations to launch the GUIDE  Program in late summer 2022.  

 
SGMA requires some form of  regulation to assess fees based on groundwater use on de minimis  
groundwater users (i.e., most rural residential groundwater users).  SGMA does NOT authorize the  
GSA to meter  de minimis  users.   

The Groundwater User Information and Data  Exchange (GUIDE) was launched by Santa Rosa Plain 
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Agenda Item: 4A 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

GSA in 2021, following its 2019 adoption of a fee based on groundwater use. GUIDE is a simple, free  
(to registrants), one-time registration program that will allow  the GSA  to verify basic information 
about groundwater use and could provide important information about wells and areas  that may  
benefit from future programs.   

Since 2019, the Sonoma Valley GSA has included funding in its budget to allow staff  to assist in  the  
development of  the GUIDE program, with the understanding that  the same program would 
eventually be launched in the Sonoma Valley Basin.  Advisory Committee members in Sonoma Valley 
are  currently testing the program. If  GUIDE  is approved as part of the  fee ordinance, implementation 
would follow the process used by Santa Rosa  Plain GSA  and would launch in late August or  early  
September.   
 
Bill Keene mentioned highlights of the program.  
 
Staff recommends authorizing the Administrator to coordinate  with member agency staff  and 
finalize preparations for launching the GUIDE  Program in late summer 2022 following completion of  
the outreach map and survey.  
 
Board Questions/Comments  
Director  Rogers  –  How much money has  already been spent on GUIDE  program  and what  did we get  
for the money?  

DuBay –  We are lucky  that Santa Rosa Plain  developed  the  program first,  Sonoma Valley  can  
piggyback on that development. GUIDE is part of Prop 68 funding  received from DWR;  much of  
the  staff work  has been  paid through the grant.  
Director Rogers  –  There seems  to be a disconnect of information that is mandatory  from GSA  
aspect,  and that which is voluntary. Wording doesn’t seem strong enough around that.  
Director Gorin –  Probably 75% of people in the county don’t know about registering a well.  Will 
there ever be enough information?   
Keene  –  Doesn’t Permit  Sonoma have the well information  on locations  already?  
DuBay  –  Permit Sonoma has some information built into their database, but not  everything. The  
GUIDE program is  the  least intrusive way of regulating groundwater  users. To charge de minimis  
users, they need to be regulated. The GUIDE  program was developed with  the  idea of being an 
opt out  type of program. People can  review  existing information and change and/or  add  
information  as required. The language is “friendly”,  it is an  unobtrusive registration process and 
program.  
Director Gorin [to  Director Sangiacomo]  –  You  are  on the outreach committee.  How is our  
outreach  doing?  
Director Sangiacomo  –  The committee hasn’t  met in a  while. We are reaching out to as many 
people in the ag community  and North Bay Water District as possible;  there are lots more  
questions than  we  have answers.  The community-at large  know  the  GUIDE program  and a fee is  
coming; it has been met with a variety of  responses.   
Director Gorin ([to  Director Rogers]  –  How are you  as  the  Valley of  the Moon (VOM) Water  
District sending information out to  the  public about the program?  
Director Rogers  –  We haven’t sent  any information out yet  specifically on this. When we  get  
questions, we say it is to save the aquifer. VOM is willing to pay for water that  we pull out  of the  
aquifer.  
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Director Gorin [to  Director Ding]  –  How  are you communicating with residents of the City  of  
Sonoma?  
Director Ding –  We only have a handful of wells. We think it is everyone’s responsibility to  save  
water for  the future.  The  City  of Sonoma  has  $25,000 budgeted for FY22-23.  
 

Public Comment  
Fred Allebach –  I see in  the report that de minimis users are 14%  (for years the Advisory Committee  
thought 30%)  of  groundwater use, I assume they are  rural residential users.  Is the difference due to  
industrial users?   If de minimis users use more than  their  two  acre-feet, is there a way for  the GSA to  
see that  by  way of aerial imaging?  
 Keene –  I assume  it was crop cover  or lidar  data that was used.  

Trotta  –  A couple reasons for differences  of 30% versus  14%. 30%  was  calculated by using 
groundwater modelling  and different sets of  assumptions. The Fee study took a more granular  
parcel specific approach  to estimate demands. Also, we added in industrial and commercial  
users; it changes overall percentages of  all classes.  Estimating groundwater demands is one of  
the bigger data gaps we have in the Groundwater Sustainability  Plan.  
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI  –  Rural residential  parcels do not appear on crop maps; we default to  
Assessor Use Codes. Changes would show up in future years when we review data.  

 
Director  Ding  moved to  authorizing the Administrator to coordinate  with member agency  staff and 
finalize preparations for launching the GUIDE  Program in late summer 2022 following completion of  
the outreach map and survey,  Director  Rabbitt  seconded. Motion passed 5-0-1.  Director  Bruzzone  
abstained.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  abstain  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
 

d.  Groundwater Reporting and Fee Ordinance. Consider adoption of "An Ordinance  
Requiring The Registration Of Groundwater Use Facilities, Establishing A Method Of  
Calculating Groundwater  Use, And Authorizing The Update And Adoption Of  
Groundwater Sustainability Fee."  

 
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting provided a  background  for Items 8  d-h, and followed with an  
an overview of  the  “Groundwater Reporting and Fee Ordinance”  including the legislative process. All 
groundwater  users in Sonoma Valley  basin will become registered with the  GSA  through the GUIDE  
program. Registration means owners of parcels using groundwater  have been  asked to review  
information such as name  and address, description of groundwater  extraction equipment,  and 
location of groundwater facility. Through the  GUIDE program, groundwater users  can review parcel-
specific information and provide additional or corrected information. The  Ordinance is modeled 
after a similar ordinance in  Santa Rosa Plain  GSA (in place  since 2019)  and establishes a groundwater  
sustainability fee structure.  
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Staff recommends the Board consider adoption of “An Ordinance Requiring The Registration of  
Groundwater Use Facilities, Establishing A Method of  Calculating Groundwater Use, And Authorizing 
The Update  And Adoption of Groundwater Sustainability Fee.  

Board Questions/Comments  
Director  Bruzzone  –  This vote is about the procedure?  

Bradshaw –  Yes, it authorizes the establishment of a fee  and give  the definition of the  categories  
and how it will be calculated.  
 

Director Bruzzone  –  Could you define super  majority?  
 Director Gorin  –  Must be  at least  four members  (out of six).  

 
Director  Rogers  –  The idea  that municipals are treated differently than other  groundwater users  –  
we aren’t going to stop anything now,  but if it is  still in place next year, we would vote  against it.  
Assumption that Municipal water/cities have  extra money  or don’t have to account for money,  is a 
misnomer.  We wish to be  treated  the same as the rest of  the basin.  
 Keene  –  I will follow this up with you when we meet.  
  
Director  Ding  –  How can we make  an  amendment  to the process, if/when necessary?  

Bradshaw –  You come back to the Ordinance  process  and  do a  first and second reading. Santa  
Rosa Plain  has just revised it for  a  second  time, they are on their  third version.  

 
Public Comment  
Allebach –  To  clarify, if this is good for five years,  and there is a two-year period where the  fees will  
be reduced  and the  county  will be funding the GSAs, what happens after  the two years? Is the fee at 
the full rate?  

Bradshaw –  The  Ordinance is  not just for five  years; it is  durable  until you want to change it. The 
rates  would be good for  two  years and will be considered in the  next action item  (Resolution).  

 
Director  Ding  moved to  accept  adoption of  "An Ordinance Requiring The Registration Of  
Groundwater Use Facilities, Establishing A Method Of Calculating Groundwater Use, And Authorizing 
The Update And Adoption Of Groundwater  Sustainability Fee",  Director  Rabbitt  seconded. Motion 
passed 6-0-0.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
 

e.  SCI Consulting Group (SCI) "Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency Rate  
and Fee Study".  Consider Acceptance and Approval of Report to be used to  as a basis to  
establish a groundwater sustainability fee  as  authorized by Water Code section 10730 
and  pursuant to Agency Ordinance No. 22-01.  
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Generally, public agencies must adopt regulations by ordinance. Under section 4.02 of  the Joint  
Powers Agreement for  the Agency, the Agency exercises its powers in the same manner  as the  
County of Sonoma. The process for a county to adopt  an ordinance is set forth in Government Code  
section 25120 et seq. Water  Code section 10730 sets out the requirements for the adoption of a fee.   

A single ordinance is proposed, requiring groundwater user registration, and authorizing the Agency 
to impose the fee by resolution. The Board may, at the same or a later meeting, adopt the  
resolution setting the fee, provided that the fee will not take effect until the ordinance becomes  
effective. The purpose in using a resolution  to set  the fee is that it may be more readily changed by 
the Board, if necessary, since only one meeting would be required to change the amount  of the fee  
by resolution.  

Jerry Bradshaw  said  this is the item  that will act as  a basis  for any legislation to  establish a 
groundwater  sustainability fee.  Bradshaw explained the Rate Study,  costs and revenue  
requirements, groundwater extraction estimates,  the  rate calculation,  and  examples of fees by  
sector.   

Staff recommends the Board  consider acceptance  and approval of  report  to be used as a basis to  
establish a groundwater sustainability fee  as  authorized by Water Code section 10730 and  pursuant  
to Agency Ordinance No. 22-01.  
 
Board Questions/Comments  
Director Gorin  –  A hypothetical question about treating municipal users differently –  if the  county 
subsidy went away  or we treated every class equally,  we would probably have a deficit. How would 
that factor into our calculation in the future and what does it mean for the GSA?  

Bradshaw –  At  the baseline,  the difference of  $40  to $73 an  acre-foot for Valley of  the Moon  is  
not a big amount  (about $3,000),  since they aren’t a big pumper. How it goes in future years,  
will be a  task for Bill Keene and the Board when they review the budget every year. It is a  simple  
math equation  that  will include other  revenues. The county  Assessor  would like  to have  a  fresh  
resolution every year.  
 

Director Gorin  –  We have asked Ann DuBay to reduce  the  budget as much as possible. There may be  
a need  to increase the budget  at some stage  because we can’t  always operate on the minimal  
budget of this year.  Will the bottom line  stay constant  and only the top line  will have changes?  

Bradshaw –  We hope there aren’t a lot of  adjustments, there is a built-in adjustment factor. 
GUIDE is the vehicle, and  the  appeals process in the  Ordinance is the structure  for getting 
changes done. I  expect it to  stay the same,  and  it would take some  years  for several corrections  
to surface.  
 

Director Ding  –  How many residents of the City of Sonoma pay $73  versus $40?  
DuBay –  There  are 19 owners  that will pay as  urban groundwater  pumpers within the City  of  
Sonoma and Valley of  the Moon  in total.  
Director Ding  –  I thought  there were  only two in City of  Sonoma, can you verify  that?  
Bradshaw –  I can get that number  to you later today.  The City of Sonoma users would be  
charged at  the $40 rate. VOM  would pay $73  under this structure.  
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Agenda Item: 4A 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Director Rogers – There is no economic analysis of the impact of rates on various sectors, in your 
report. Do you have plans to incorporate that? If not, why not? 

Bradshaw – There are no plans to include that. Impacts would be different for vineyards and 
various kinds of crops. The information wouldn’t be reliable. 
Director Rogers – I think we need the information to accurately determine what the impact of 
the rate is on the users. 
Bradshaw – One of the problems we ran into is the gross receipts versus the net profit side. The 
profit margin might not be as luxurious as appears on the outside. 
Director Rogers – Why don’t you strip out value judgements from the report? It is meaningless 
without that information. What are other people paying across the state in ag areas? Is $120 a 
normal rate? 
Director Gorin – How many other counties are subsidizing fees? Seems to be many of them, but 
there is no information on the amount of subsidy or the impact on rate -payors. 
Director Ding – The subsidy from the county comes from the General Fund, it affects everyone. 
We should consider the interests of low-income, especially elderly, residents. 

Director Rabbitt – It is about equalizing costs across the basins. It is an unfunded state mandate and 
unfair that Petaluma Valley pay five times more than Santa Rosa Plain to turn in the same 
paperwork to Sacramento. We have two years of reprieve. I think we need to consolidate; it won’t 
bring the overall budget down by much but will equalize administrative costs county-wide. Every 
billing company can decide what they charge. This was done at the county given our time 
restriction. 

Director Gorin – I think Director Rabbitt is right but, I do also share the concerns of Director 
Ding and Director Rogers. The people in VOM and City of Sonoma are a small percentage of the 
equation because they use less groundwater than some other users. 

Director Bruzzone – Thank you to Director Ding about the comment regarding people on fixed 
incomes, it needs to be taken into consideration. Also, those that are in animal production in the ag 
industry, they are on limited funds too. How was the format for the study and information on acre-
footage done for animal ag? Was it established on acre-footage from other GSAs or only from our 
GSA? 

Bradshaw – Animal ag is built into the pasture category, common to all three GSAs. It is 
consistent with information in the Rate study done in 2018. 
Trotta – There was a study done on dairy in the Santa Rosa Plain to estimate water usage for 
dairies. It was applied to a pasture rate, approximately .04 acre-foot of use per acre. 
Director Bruzzone – Will there be a possibility to appeal? 
Bradshaw – Yes, there is an appeal process. 

Director Sangiacomo – Do you think the denominator might grow rather than shrink? 
Bradshaw – We have allowed for 5% shrinkage. If we shrink by only 3%, it will affect the bottom 
line and will be bigger that what we have estimated at this time. If we don’t get many appeals, it 
might go up in future years. 
Director Sangiacomo – Santa Rosa Plain is ahead of us in the GUIDE program. Have there been 
any appeals there? 
Bradshaw – Santa Rosa Plain experience hasn’t provided an estimate of what to expect yet. 
There haven’t been fees to appeal until now because the county was covering the cost. 
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Public Comment  
Fred Allebach –  It seems like after the first few years,  we should be making a deal on how  we can 
survive on $120 acre-foot  per year.  Is it  by the  basin or by the  county?  Should we modify our  
assumption?  If  we have lots  of dry years, more groundwater will be used,  and it  depends on climate. 
We  need to look at this on a conservation basis.  Is  the lean and mean budget going to affect the  
GSP?  

Bradshaw –  We have two  years  to work on how to face  the  $123 rate. It  has been the intent  by  
the Board to consider before  the end of two  years. County funds gave  a  two-year  window. At  
this point,  we aren’t measuring actual groundwater  use;  we are still modeling on irrigation  
patterns.  As far as why  the  City of Sonoma is treated differently, they  are outside the basin.  
Trotta  –  The approach to reduce  the budget  this year means we  are deferring work  that needs  
to be done,  to subsequent years. Sonoma Valley  has its share of  challenges to comply with 
SGMA.  We do need  to report  to DWR  every year.  
Keene –  In order for us  to work on the projects, we need funds from the GSA  to match grant  
funding.   
Trotta  –The upcoming grant opportunities  for implementation funds do not have match-fund 
requirements  but, you get extra points.  
Director  Gorin  –  Thank you to Ann DuBay for  discussing this with Senator  McGuire  to talk about 
the needs of the GSAs to get some funding.  
DuBay –  We should continue to pursue that  avenue.  We need to bring this to the attention of  
our legislative delegation.  
Director Ding  –  Is it possible to set up the program with favorable fees for lower/limited income  
people?  
Director Gorin  –  Today’s action is about approving the report, not a specific fee, but it would be  
a good conversation to have, maybe we can discuss with legal counsel and add it  to  the  agenda  
of our upcoming meeting.  

 
Director  Rabbitt  moved to  accept and approve the  Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability  
Agency Rate and Fee  Study  to be used as a basis to establish a groundwater sustainability fee  as  
authorized by Water Code section 10730 and  pursuant to Agency Ordinance No. 22-01,  Director  
Bruzzone  seconded. Motion passed  5-1-0.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  no, not without economic impact in the  report, messaging is wrong, decrying 
money rather  than promoting the  value of  the money for  saving the  aquifer.  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  

 
f.  Resolution Establishing a Groundwater Sustainability Fee.  Consider adoption of a  

resolution to establish a groundwater sustainability fee as authorized by Water Code  
section 10730 and pursuant  to Agency Ordinance No. 22-01.  
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The Sonoma  Valley GSA was established in 2017 and funded for five years by  contributions from  
member agencies (through June 2022) and through grants. Member agency contributions totaled 
$1,574,000 and grants and technical assistance from DWR totaled approximately $2.2 million.  

The GSA’s Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JPA) anticipated that  the GSA would become self-
funded between July 1, 2019, and June 30, 2022, by adopting a rate and fee structure, during which 
time a Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP)  would be developed and adopted.   

The core objective of  the proposed groundwater sustainability fee is to develop a fair  and efficient  
funding mechanism, using the best  available information and industry practices, to create  a  
financially independent  Groundwater Sustainability Agency for the Sonoma Valley. The funding  
mechanism is intended to incorporate the unique characteristics of the Agency’s jurisdiction while  
meeting SGMA  and other legal  requirements.  

Jerry Bradshaw  explained  these aren’t Prop 218 fees. In Prop 26,  the fees are required  to  be  
proportionate  to  the service. We are hamstrung to offer low income or senior discounts/credits  for  
these types of fees.  They  can be offered by other sources of funds.  I have worked with cities that 
have used General Funds to give discounts.  So, there are opportunities for credits/discounts, but not  
with the fees. Bradshaw then described  the rate resolution  which sets  actual  rates, expands on 
Appeals process, and meets  county auditor’s requirements for property tax bill inclusion.  

Staff recommends the Board approve Resolution SV-07-2022 to establish a groundwater  
sustainability fee as  authorized by Water Code section 10730 and pursuant Agency Ordinance No. 
22-01 in the amount $73.20 per  acre-foot annually.  

 
Board Questions/Comments  
Director Bruzzone  –  Are we  ‘on the clock’ for  setting the rate or  else the state will intervene?  
 Director Gorin  –  Yes.  
 
Director Bruzzone  –  I am assuming if you have an  alternative  water source such as rainwater, there  
will be a formula  where you get  an offset? Do you have to  register  the  offset?  

Bradshaw –  It  will be up to Marcus Trotta and Bill Keene to set. We have the information subject  
to correction.   
Scott Morris  –  We need  to be careful of terminology here. What Jerry Bradshaw is calling an 
offset, isn’t a  monetary  offset, it is a way of calculating actual water use.  If we make an  
assumption on water use by class and someone  can  prove  ”X  minus  10 acre-feet because they  
are getting other water”,  that isn’t a  financial  offset. Courts have interpreted Prop 218 and 26 to  
say that one  can only be charged a  fee based on extraction.  You hear of cities  that have  a 
program to help people that need financial help,  but it can’t be out of the fee that is raised.   

 
Public Comment  
Fred Allebach –  What is the  hamstring factor  for offering waiver  discounts to seniors?  

Bradshaw –  The basis for not including discounts for seniors or low income  in the fee study  
would mean slightly higher  costs for others,  that isn’t allowed  in Prop 218.  All user classes need  
to  pay  the same rate, except for the money from the  county. The rate in the fee study  needs  to  
stand on its own  and meet requirements of Prop 26 and 218.  
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Director  Ding  moved to  approve Resolution SV-07-2022 to establish a groundwater sustainability 
fee as  authorized by Water Code section 10730 and pursuant  to  Agency Ordinance No. 22-01 in the  
amount  of  $73.20 per acre-foot annually,  Director  Rabbit  seconded. Motion passed 6-0-0.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  

 
g.  Contract with Sonoma County Assessor’s Office.  Consider authorizing the administrator  

of the  Sonoma Valley GSA and the GSA legal counsel to negotiate  a new agreement  with 
Sonoma County Assessor’s Office for fee implementation services. The item would also  
authorize the Chair to sign the agreement.  
 

The Sonoma  Valley GSA was established in 2017 and funded for five years by  contributions from  
member agencies (through June 2022) and through grants. Member agency contributions totaled 
$1,574,000 and grants and  technical assistance from DWR totaled approximately $2.2 million.   

The GSA’s Joint Exercise of Powers Agreement (JPA) anticipated that  the GSA would become self-
funded between July 1, 2019, and June 30, 2022, by adopting a rate and fee structure, during which  
time a Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP)  would be developed and adopted.   

Based on an average  annual budget over  the  next five years of $1,137,000 reduced by an annual  
average grant funding amount of $284,200 (approximately 25% of  total  budget), the average annual  
revenue  requirement from  a regulatory fee structure is $852,800. The total groundwater extraction 
for the Sonoma  Valley subbasin is estimated to be 7,107.3 acre-feet per year.  Based on a skeleton  
Year 1 budget, the recently completed Rate and Fee Study  recommends a rate of $73.20 per acre  
foot/year as the basis to  establish a groundwater sustainability fee as authorized by Water Code  
section 10730 and pursuant Agency Ordinance No. 22-01. With contributions from the County of  
Sonoma for  FY 22-23 and FY 23-24, as allocated during the Board of  Supervisor’s budget hearings  
during the week of June 13, the rate collected from groundwater users  would be $40 per  acre-
foot/year.  
 
To efficiently collect  and implement  the proposed groundwater sustainability fees, the  Sonoma  
Valley GSA is seeking to  enter a contract with  the Sonoma County Assessor’s Office. Under  the draft  
agreement, the GSA  agrees  to notify the Auditor-Controller on or before  the 10th  day of August of  
each fiscal year of  the Assessor’s parcel numbers and amount of  each fee.   
 
Jerry Bradshaw  explained how  the contract  would work. The county charges  agencies for direct  
charges on tax bills  (0.85% of fees collected, approximately $2,200 for the first year). It is the most 
efficient method of collection as it avoids printing and postage costs.  There are also less  
delinquencies, and even if property taxes aren’t paid, under the Teeter  Plan, the GSA will  still get its  
money, and the county takes on the responsibility of going after the funds.  
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Staff recommends authorizing  the  Administrator of  the  Sonoma Valley  GSA and the GSA legal  
counsel to negotiate  and sign a new agreement with  Sonoma  County Assessor’s  Office for  fee 
implementation  services.   
 

No questions, no public  comment.  
 
Director  Rabbitt  moved to  authorize  the  Administrator of the  Sonoma Valley  GSA and the  GSA legal  
counsel to negotiate  and sign a new agreement with  Sonoma  County Assessor’s  Office for  fee 
implementation  services,  Director  Bruzzone  seconded. Motion passed 6-0-0.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  

 
h.  SCI Consulting Group (SCI) Contract Amendment.  Consider authorization to amend the  

contract  with SCI for Data Review, Fee Analysis, and Rate  Setting services for  the GSA  
from June 30, 2022 to December 31, 2022.   
 

This item would authorize  the Administrator to  extend  the contract with the SCI Consulting Group to  
December 31, 2022, negotiate a scope of  work and fee for groundwater sustainability fee  
implementation support, and execute  an Amendment  to the  Professional  Services Agreement.   
 
Bill Keene provided background and fiscal information.  

 
Board Questions/Comments  
Director Rogers  –  It is up to December of  this year? What  about next year?  
 Bradshaw –  We are working  through  getting data to tax collector and first appeals process.  

Director Rogers  –  So you need $50,000 to finish what you are doing?  I suggest we need more 
information  for the Board to understand what we get for  the money.  
Keene –  This is to  extend the contract until the end of the year and  complete current  work;  the  
money  to finish the  work  this year is  in the budget.  We could come back to the Board to discuss  
future work of SCI.  

 Director Rogers  –  Where does the $50,000 come in?  
Keene –  It is about  $7,000 to  finish the work  of  getting  fees to  the Assessor’s  office.  
DuBay –  This would be  asking for  a contract extension so SCI can submit the  data to  the  
Assessor’s office, the  amount would be  maximum  $7,500 for that.  The $50,000 was budgeted 
for work next year,  this  is  just one task of the  overall project.  
Director Ding  –  Unintelligible comment.  
DuBay –  There is currently an agreement with SCI. What we have asked SCI to do that  wasn’t in 
the  original budget  is to take the data and submit it to the Assessor’s office, and then to deal  
with some of  the issues that might arise from that.  
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Director  Gorin  –  Even if we are  talking about  $50,000 in the budget, it  will be  less than $10,000 
for this work. The contract  expires  at the end of  this  month,  and  we need to get the data to the  
Assessor’s office  by August 10.  

 
No public comments.  
 
Director  Rogers  moved to  authorize the Administrator to extend the contract with  the SCI  
Consulting Group to December 31, 2022 for  an amount  not to exceed $10,000  to negotiate a  
contract  with the Assessor’s office,  Director  Bruzzone  seconded. Motion passed 6-0-0.  
 
Roll call Vote:  
Director Ding  –  aye  
Director Gorin –  aye  
Director  Bruzzone  –  aye  
Director Rabbitt  –  aye  
Director Rogers  –  aye  
Director Sangiacomo  –  aye  
 
9.  Legal Counsel, Plan Manager and Administrator Report  
 
Bill Keene reiterated he would be  reaching out  to  each of  the Board members to meet with them  
one-on-one. He  also mentioned, that on August 9,  the  county  will be  considering a proposed well  
Ordinance,  and changes  to  a  well ordinance  –  its  impact,  and  drilling and regulations of wells.  

Director  Gorin  –  Please  reach out to  this Board  but also Executive Directors of Resource  
Conservation Districts, and a subset of the Board, etc. When the ordinance is published, please  
send a link to  the Board  when available.  
Trotta  –  We have been coordinating with the  county and  legal counsel to come up with  a way  to  
address the Governor’s drought order and a  way to respond to that.  We will bring forward  
something to the next  Board  meeting.  
 

Scott Morris said  it had been a pleasure working with staff on this.  
  
No public comment.  
 
10.  Adjournment   
The next Board meeting is  tentatively  planned for September 26.  Director  Gorin  thanked staff for  
their work and  adjourned the meeting at  6:27  p.m.   
 
Other  Meeting  Attendees   
Bill Keene, Sonoma Valley GSA  Administrator  
Ann DuBay, former Sonoma Valley GSA Administrator  
Marcus  Trotta, Plan Manager  
Indigo  Bannister,  GSA staff  
Andrea Rodriguez,  Outreach  
Simone Peters,  GSA  Administrative  Aide (recording minutes)  
Jerry Bradshaw, SCI Consulting  
Ryan Aston, SCI Consulting  
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Scott Morris, Legal Counsel 
Andy Rodgers, Santa Rosa Plain GSA Administrator 
Sandi Potter, Petaluma Valley GSA Administrator 
Fred Allebach, Sonoma Valley GSA Chair 
Bob Anderson, Santa Rosa Plain GSA Chair 
Tim Parker, Parker Groundwater 
Oriana Hart – City of Sonoma 
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Sonoma  Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Consent  Item  

 
TO:   BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:   Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:   Financial and In-kind Report  through September  30, 2022  
  
 
Summary: As of  September 30,  the Agency income is $294,590.56  for the fiscal year beginning July 1,  
2022, and expenses are $18,011.  
  
 
Background   
This financial report covers  the 2022-23 fiscal year. The Agency’s total final budget for FY 2022-23 
includes projected revenues of $697,000  and expenditures of $697,000.   
 
Income:  The budget anticipates groundwater sustainability fee revenues of $497,000, and grant funds of  
$200,000. So far, groundwater sustainability fees  (Sewer/Water Usage Fees)  of $40,690.32  have been 
invoiced through the  manual billing process  and are beginning to be received.  An additional $228,000 
has been invoiced to the County of Sonoma for their contribution to offset  the groundwater  
sustainability fees, for a total of  $268,690.32  invoiced thus far. Fees charged  through property tax bills  
were mailed in early October.  An invoice for  the City of Sonoma’s contribution has also been generated 
and sent.   
 
Grant funding:  The GSA submits invoices quarterly  to the California Department of Water  Resources for  
Proposition 1 and  68 grant funding. The invoicing lags expenditures made by about one-quarter. To  
date,  the Agency has not  submitted invoices for grant reimbursement during this fiscal year.    
 
Expenses:  Paid expenses for services  and supplies  for this fiscal year  since July 1, 2022,  were $18,011.  
  
Staff Recommendation  
Accept  the financial report.  
 
Vote Requirement  
Majority.  
 
List of Attachments  

1.  Agency Financial Report, Year-to-Date, for Fiscal Year 2022-23  
 

Contact  
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506,  administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
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Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
10/14/22 Profit & Loss Budget vs. Actual 
Accrual Basis July through September 2022 

Jul - Sep 22 Budget 

Income 
42360 · State Grant Revenue-Prop 1, 68 
42601 · County of Sonoma 
42618 · City of Sonoma 
42627 · Special Districts 
45221 · Sewer/Water Usage Fees 
46029 · In-Kind Member Fees, Sonoma Wtr 

0.00 
0.00 

25,000.00 
0.00 

268,690.32 
0.00 

200,000.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

497,000.00 
0.00 

46050 · Cancelled/Stale Dated Warrants 900.24 

Total Income 294,590.56 697,000.00 

Expense 
51021 · Communication Exp (Outreach) 
51041 · Insurance - Liability 
51201 · Administration Services 

0.00 
0.00 

15,471.00 

60,000.00 
4,000.00 

100,000.00 
51204 · Property Tax/Assessment Admin 
51206 · Accounting / Auditing Services 
51207 · Client Acct Services (County) 
51211 · Legal Services 
51212 · Outside Counsel - Legal Advice 
51213 · Engineer Services 
51226 · Consulting Services 
51244 · Permits / License / Fees 
51249 · In-Kind Services, Sonoma Water 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

2,540.00 
0.00 
0.00 

50,000.00 
10,000.00 
10,000.00 

0.00 
50,000.00 
340,000.00 
40,000.00 
30,000.00 

0.00 
51421 · Rents and Leases - Bldg/Land 
51916 · County Service Charges 
52031 · Food 

0.00 
0.00 
0.00 

1,000.00 
2,000.00 

0.00 
52117 · Mail and Postage Supplies 0.00 0.00 

Total Expense 18,011.00 697,000.00 

Net Income 276,579.56 0.00 
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Sonoma Valley Groundwater  Sustainability Agency  
Information Item  

 
TO:    BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:    Fred Allebach, Advisory Committee Chair   
SUBJECT:   Advisory Committee Report  
______________________________________________________________________________  
 
Summary:  The  Advisory Committee  (AC)  met  virtually  on  September  13, 2022.  Eight of the 12 
members were present.  One each from agriculture, RCD,  and business interests were  absent and Valley  
of the Moon Water District  does not have a new AC member.  This was one of  three  yearly AC meetings  
scheduled under the new GSA budget regime.   
 
The Sonoma  County Board of  Supervisors (BOS)  recently made a six month well moratorium,  
nevertheless, the GSA Board may be interested to hear  AC feedback on the Governor’s executive order  
on new  wells  and Public Trust well permitting issues, especially as this advice pertains to  the two  
Sonoma Basin deep aquifer depletion areas.  The AC also has  recommendations for SGMA  
implementation Round 2 grant prioritization,  with the AC favoring project and management actions  
(PMAs)  that lean to groundwater  conservation.   
______________________________________________________________________________  
 
This was AC member  Vicki Hill’s last AC meeting.  AC Chair Fred Allebach suggests GSA Board give Vicki  
some formal recognition with a certificate for her  many  years of service to  the Sonoma Valley  
Groundwater Management Program  and the GSA.  

Governor’s executive order on new wells  
The AC questioned what the lines of authority are for groundwater management between Permit  
Sonoma and the Sonoma  Valley  GSA?  SGMA provides  GSAs  with  well spacing regulatory authority but  to  
date this has not been  exercised  in Sonoma County.  
 
Permit  Sonoma develops well policies and has enforcement authority. However importantly, new non-
exempt wells  (municipal and de minimis wells are exempt)  need  to be  approved by the Sonoma  Valley  
GSA for consistency with the  Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP)  sustainability goal  under the  
Governor’s existing drought executive order.   
 
The AC and attending public felt  that grey  areas between GSA and  Permit Sonoma  groundwater  
authority should be  addressed.  Will the  GSP  and its  sustainable management criteria (SMC)  provide  the  
baseline regulatory  criteria that  Permit Sonoma and  hydrogeologic consultants will have to adhere to?   
 
The AC has been pursuing policy clarity  for  the  Sonoma Valley  basin  depletion areas  for years. AC 
members Greg Carr,  Caitlin Cornwall, and Fred Allebach asked: Are depletion areas in overdraft?  Do 
these areas warrant special  consideration?   What is  the  boundary of  these  areas? Will the GSA produce  
a depletion area map to go with Permit Sonoma’s new well protocols?  Here is an area where  
groundwater  regulatory authority comes into question:  Apparently, well  applicant  hydrogeologic   
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consultants will be making the initial call on  potential well impacts. Will the GSA surrender  groundwater  
use  criteria and  authority to Permit  Sonoma and hydrogeologic  consultants?    
 
Public Trust  
Note, the lower  Sonoma  Creek Public Trust Review Area is the same  as the whole  SV basin.   
 
AC members questioned how findings and determinations can be made on Public Trust well impacts  
when there is already a paucity of  basin  interconnected surface water  (ISW),  saltwater  intrusion,  and 
groundwater  level data?  
 
Ken Johnson suggested using  SMC criteria  at  whole basin level as Public Trust  criteria. Ken  noted that  
ISW was a big data gap, one  that clearly applies to  Public Trust wells. The SMCs of  ISW,  groundwater  
levels,  and groundwater  storage can be the primary indicators for  Permit Sonoma  to look  at for  Public  
Trust well impacts?    
 
Depletion areas  came up again. Permit Sonoma has a criterion to reduce  agricultural  pumping from  0.6 
acre-feet per year (AFY)  to  0.4 AFY in critical  watershed areas. According to Permit  Sonoma, the  Sonoma  
Valley  basin has  no  critical watershed  areas. Greg Carr suggested  to defray Public Trust  well  impacts that  
GSA staff come up with  criteria to reduce vineyard groundwater  use in depletion areas to  0.4 AFY per  
acre. Caitlin Cornwall asked, “if depletion areas are not defined as being in overdraft, why  not?”  

To this, Jim Bundschu said that growers developed a measure of  0.6 AFY per acre  as  a  necessary  
minimum  amount. Where did the  0.4 AFY measure come from he asked? Jim suggested that for a  
grower  to cut back to 0.4 in a drought year could cause bankruptcy.  

This all underlines the need for more  clarity on Sonoma  Valley  GSA  well policy in the  Sonoma Valley  
basin depletion areas.   

Public Trust, Public Comments    
Roger Peters:  The  GSA has no  enforcement  capability? To Board of Supervisors: who has  what  
responsibility? State, GSA, County, Permit Sonoma? Who determines impact of new Public Trust well?   
 
Jaime Neary: What does “consider impacts to Public Trust mean? Is  that it, just consider? Not  require  
impacts to be addressed?  Attorney: “Considering  is the legal standard.”  
 
GUIDE  
GSA  Administrator  Bill Keene  presented on  the fee implementation process and provided an update on 
the GUIDE program’s  launch in  the Sonoma  Valley and Petaluma Valley basins.     
 
Round 2  Grant  Funding  
Tim Parker,  AC Facilitator,  and Marcus Trotta, Plan Manager, presented on the SGMA Implementation 
Round 2 grant  opportunity and requested feedback from  the Advisory Committee on project  
prioritization.  
 
The following chart shows AC members have  a variety of opinions on what to prioritize.  Conservation  
stands out as the  top AC priority.  
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Agenda Item: 6 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Grant Component Identified as a Priority by 
Sonoma Valley AC Members 

Assess Potential Effects to Sensitive Beneficial Users 2 

Monitoring well program expansion 1 

Saltwater intrusion monitoring network 1 

Aquifer System Properties Assessment 1 

Expand recycled water pipeline and deliveries 1 

Assessment and prioritization of potential policy options 2 

Recycled water expansion planning 

Groundwater banking/ Aquifer Storage & Recovery planning 1 

Stormwater capture / Groundwater recharge 1 

City of Sonoma Aquifer Storage and Recovery Project 

Water conservation strategies 4 

Specific AC member priorities are as follows: 

Ken Johnson: (At-large) Aquifer system testing $150,000 

Caitlin Cornwall: (Environment): interconnected surface water (really want to see a better, empirically 
based SMC as soon as possible), policy options, voluntary monitoring but only on big wells or in depleted 
areas or areas we need the data like near saline intrusion, groundwater banking, dedicated data wells 

Fred Allebach (Sonoma Water): 1) $180,000 influence conservation behavior; 2) $100,000 general 
information; 3) $70,000 SV recycled water expansion; 4) saltwater intrusion monitoring network, 
$60,000 voluntary sampling; 5) voluntary monitoring metering voluntary monitoring, metering; 
$100,000 outreach, $150,000 volunteer program; this is a cheap way to get data, if a monitoring well 
costs $150,000, if you get three good spatial Baylands volunteer well, this volunteer program could save 
the whole saltwater intrusion monitoring well cost!; and 6) $150,000, aquifer system properties to ‘beef 
up’ sustainable management criteria 

Norman Gilroy (Rural Residential): Voluntary monitoring/ metering program 

Greg Carr (County of Sonoma): Farm Plan Initiative, Policy options 

Grant applications are due to the state at the end of November and awards will be announced in mid-
2023. 
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GSP Implementation  
Marcus Trotta, Plan Manager, and Mitch Buttress, Sonoma Water,  presented  ongoing GSP  
implementation activities, including the Proposition 68 funded multi-level monitoring well program.  
 
AC Chair comments on General sense of AC and Sonoma  Valley  GSA  
The Sonoma  Valley  GSA has  tensions between economic and environmental sustainability. Policy-wise,  
this boils down to a  tension between GSP/  PMA emphases for more  or less groundwater  supply  
enhancement,  or demand reduction, with agriculture  favoring more supply enhancement and 
environmental interests favoring more  conservation. The AC is generally more conservation oriented  
than the GSA Board.   

Data gaps remain an issue, as data is needed for both Permit  Sonoma  and  GSP findings and actions.  
 
Long-term uncertainty on the rate and fee situation has tipped the  Sonoma  Valley  GSA more towards  
economic business as usual  and normal  groundwater  use by placing  GSP implementation  on the  
backburner  and hoping for short-term grant funding to make up the difference. This during a long-term  
drought where hypothetically groundwater  use should be reduced.   

The Sonoma  Valley  GSA has  entered a kind of austere, staff-dominated, treading water phase. With the  
AC only meeting three times  a year, along with rate and fee uncertainty, the opportunity for AC advice  
and participation has been minimized. The AC  has worked for years  and has skin in the game. The AC  
remains concerned about  groundwater  sustainability and hopes to  work positively for a solid GSP  and 
PMAs  that all basin stakeholders can support.     

Sonoma Valley basin depletion areas remain formally undefined and unprotected. There seems to be a  
general hope that uncomfortable sacrifices can be avoided and expensive  PMAs such as recycled water  
expansion  and aquifer storage and recovery  supply enhancement will save the day. It remains to be seen  
if such PMAs will even happen and if they will benefit more  than just a few in the immediate PMA  areas.   

If Permit  Sonoma  well rules, basin conservation,  and basin PMAs can’t reverse declining trends in the  
two depletion areas and SMCs are  tipped, the GSA may have  to think of using its regulatory powers in 
the future  to be compliant with SGMA.  
 

Upcoming Advisory Committee  Activities  
The Advisory Committee  will next meet  on  February 14, 2023.  
 
Staff Recommendation  
Information only.  
 
Fiscal Information  
No fiscal impact.  
 
Contacts   
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506,  administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
Fred Allebach, AC Chair, 707-935-3514,  fallebach@gmail.com   
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Agenda Item: 7A 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Information  Item  

 
TO:    BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:    Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:   County Well Ordinance  Update  
  

Summary:  Permit  Sonoma staff  will provide  a brief update on the status of the draft well  ordinance  
amendment  to add  provisions for evaluation of impacts to Public Trust Resources  and the  six-month 
moratorium for new  well permits.  
 
 
Background  
The County is in the process of developing proposed updates to its well ordinance to include  
consideration of impacts  to Public Trust Resources when issuing certain well permits. The  proposed 
update  will include well metering requirements and other  technical  corrections.  
 
“Public trust resources” are waterways  the government is obligated to hold in trust, pursuant  to the  
Public Trust Doctrine, for the benefit of the public for purposes of commerce, navigation, recreation,  
fishing, and preservation of  wildlife habitat and natural  resources.  
 
The “Public Trust Doctrine” is a  common law legal doctrine,  reflected in Article X, Section 4  of the  
California Constitution that continues to develop and evolve through published judicial decisions. The  
2018 decision by the California Court of Appeals for the Third Circuit  in Environmental Law Foundation v .  
State Water Resources Control Board (ELF)  found that public trust responsibility of the state and 
counties extends  to consideration of impacts  to public trust  resources when making groundwater  
decisions that could harm a  navigable waterway. The  current well ordinance  adopted on July 28, 2015,  
and codified at Chapter 25B of the County Code, regulates well construction, destruction,  water  
treatment, and setbacks, but does not  explicitly address consideration of impacts to public trust 
resources.   
 
To comply with a 2018 California Court of Appeals decision, which requires counties to consider impacts  
to public trust  resources when permitting groundwater wells, Permit Sonoma developed a  proposed 
update to the County’s  Well  Ordinance and presented the draft to  the Board of Supervisors (BOS) on 
August 9, 2022.  The BOS heard and discussed the item, and directed staff  to conduct  additional public  
outreach, including the explicit direction to present the ordinance to GSA Advisory  Committees.    
 
On October 4th, 2022, Permit Sonoma presented a revised draft  amendment to the well ordinance  to  
the BOS. The BOS heard and discussed the item,  approved a six-month moratorium on new well permits  
until April 4, 2023, and directed staff  to  establish a Technical Advisory Committee  to  make 
recommendations for implementing Public Trust Review requirements.  
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Fiscal Information  
None.  

Staff Recommendation  
No action needed.  
 
Vote Requirement  
None.  
 
List of Attachments  

1.  October 4, 2022  Permit Sonoma Press  Release,  Board of Supervisors adopts  a well drilling 
moratorium  

2.  Ordinance No. 6392  
 
Contact  
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506,  administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE  

Board of Supervisors adopts  well drilling moratorium  
SANTA ROSA, CA  |  October 04, 2022  
 

The Sonoma  County Board of  Supervisors today approved a moratorium for new well permits until April  
4, 2023,  in Sonoma County  to  allow staff more time to develop recommendations for updating the  
county’s well ordinance. The  Board also directed Permit  Sonoma, Sonoma County’s natural resources  
and permitting agency, to establish a Technical Advisory Committee  to make  recommendations for  
implementing Public Trust Review requirements.  

The County is updating its  well ordinance in response to evolving California case law  that requires local  
governments to protect the health of rivers and other public trust resources. To comply with a 2018 
decision by the state  Court of Appeal, the county will evaluate and require mitigation of impacts of well  
permits on public trust resources in navigable waterways, such as the Russian River, along with the  
habitat  and wildlife they support, including the endangered Coho salmon.  

Under the moratorium, well permits may still be obtained through Permit Sonoma for emergency  
purposes,  as laid out  in the  current ordinance.  The Technical Advisory Committee  will be composed of  
technical experts chartered to  advise the Director of Permit Sonoma. The moratorium would provide the  
Technical Advisory Committee time  to convene and advise staff  in developing recommendations for  
applying the Public Trust Doctrine to Sonoma  County well permitting.  

Under California’s  Public  Trust Doctrine, the state and counties must hold certain natural resources in 
trust for  the benefit of  current and future generations. In 2018, the state Court of Appeal ruled that  
Public Trust Doctrine  applies to the permitting of groundwater  wells that adversely impact  navigable  
waterways, defined as  rivers and streams that can be navigated in a small boat.  

While groundwater itself is not a public trust  resource, extraction of groundwater that reduces surface  
stream flows can adversely impact public trust resources in navigable waterways. The  case,  
Environmental Law Foundation v. State Water Resources Control Board, focused on the permit process  
in Siskiyou County but the court’s decision set a precedent that  applies to all counties in California.  

California Coastkeeper Alliance filed a lawsuit against the County of Sonoma in July 2021 to force  the  
county to comply with Public Trust Doctrine  when issuing well permits. The litigation has not concluded.  
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 Agenda Item: 7A, Attachment 2
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ORDINANCE NO. 6392 

AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOARD OF SUPERVISORS OF THE COUNTY OF 

SONOMA, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, ESTABLISHING A TEMPORARY 

MORATORIUM UNTIL APRIL 4, 2023, ON THE PROCESSING AND 

APPROVAL OF APPLICATIONS FOR WATER SUPPLY WELL PERMITS 

(URGENCY ORDINANCE - 4/5 VOTE REQUIRED) 

Section I. The Board of Supervisors of the County of Sonoma, State of 
California, ordains as follows: 

Section II. This ordinance is enacted pursuant to California Constitution, article 
XI, section 7. The purpose of this ordinance is to establish a temporary moratorium until 
April 4, 2023, on the processing and approval of applications for water supply well 
permits submitted on or after October 4, 2022, except for applications for emergency 
wells. 

Section III. Notwithstanding anything contained in Chapter 25B of the Sonoma 
County Code to the contrary, no application for a permit for a water supply well 
submitted on or after October 4, 2022 shall be processed or approved for the period of the 
temporary moratorium established by this ordinance, unless the application is for an 
emergency well in which case such application shall be subject to the version of Chapter 
25B in effect at the time of decision on the application. 

Section IV. The Board of Supervisors finds that the adoption of this ordinance on 
an urgency basis is necessaiy to preserve the public peace, health, and safety of the 

county. The Board of Supervisors further finds that the facts constituting the basis for the 
urgency and the need for the temporary moratorium are as follows: 

A. "Public trust resources" are waterways the government is obligated to hold in trust 
pursuant to the public trust doctrine for the benefit of the public for purposes of 
commerce, navigation, recreation, fishing, and preservation of wildlife habitat and 
natural resources. 

B. California is in the midst of a record multi year drought and water levels in many 
wells and streamflow in many creeks are at historically low levels. 

C. On April 12, 2021, May 1 0, 2021, July 8, 2021, and October 19, 2021, the 
Governor of California proclaimed states of emergency that continue today and 
exist across all the counties of California, due to extreme and expanding drought 
conditions; and 
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D. The ongoing drought will have significant, immediate impacts on communities 
with vulnerable water supplies, farms that rely on hrigation to grow food and 
fiber, and fish and wildlife that rely on stream flows and cool water; and 

E. The County of Sonoma is considering amendments to Chapter 25B, its water well 
pe1mitting ordinance, to establish screening criteria and procedures for the 
County's consideration and mitigation of impacts to public trust resources when 
permitting water wells. 

F. Following introduction of the ordinance amendments on October 4, 2022, the 
Board did not take action to adopt the amendments to Sonoma County Code 
Chapter 25B, and instead directed the Director of Permit Sonoma to form a 
Technical Advisory Committee (TAC) to make recommendations on amendments 
Chapter 25B to bring back at a future date for Board consideration. 

G. Currently, unless a well is part of larger discretionary project application, well 
permits applications are treated ministerially, without an individualized public 
trust review. 

H. Temporarily pausing the processing and approval of applications submitted on or 
after October 4, 2022 until April 4, 2023, will prevent an undue rush on water 
well permit submittals prior to the convening of the TAC and the effective date of 
future amendments to Chapter 25B on which the TAC will be advising that will 
be designed to protect public trust resources, particularly during conditions 
created by multiple drought years. 

I. For the foregoing reasons, the Board of Supervisors finds that it is necessary to 
adopt, on a temporary basis, a moratorium on the processing and approval of 
applications for new water supply wells, as provided herein. 

Section V. The Board of Supervisors finds and determines that this ordinance is 

exempt from the California Environmental Quality Act pursuant to Sections 15307 and 
15308 of the State CEQA Guidelines as an action taken to assure the maintenance, 
restoration, enhancement, and protection of natural resources and the environment where 

the regulatory process involves procedures for protection of the environment. The basis 
for this determination is that this ordinance establishes a temporary moratorium on the 

processing and approval of pe1mits for new water supply wells. Public trust resources that 
are interconnected to groundwater are natural resources and an important part of the 
environment and would be protected and maintained by this ordinance. This moratorium 
will not result in any significant adverse direct or indirect physical changes to the 
environment. This ordinance is fu1iher exempt from CEQA pursuant to State CEQA 
Guideline§ 15061(b)(3) because it can be seen with ce1iainty that there is no possibility 

that this ordinance may have a significant effect on the environment. The Director of the 
Permit and Resource Management Department is directed to file a notice of 
determination that this ordinance is exempt from CEQA and the State CEQA Guidelines. 

Section VI. If any section, subsection, sentence, clause, or phrase of this 
ordinance is for any reason held to be unconstitutional or invalid, such decision shall not 
affect the validity of the remaining portion of this ordinance. The Board of Supervisors 
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hereby declares that it would have passed this ordinance and every section, subsection, 
sentence, clause or phrase thereof, i1Tespective of the fact that any one or more sections, 
subsections, sentences, clauses, or phrases be declared unconstitutional or invalid. 

Section VII. This ordinance shall be and the same is hereby declared to be in full 

force and effect immediately upon its passage and shall continue in effect through April 
4, 2023. This ordinance shall be published once before the expiration of fifteen (15) days 
after said passage, with the names of the Supervisors voting for or against the same in 
The Press Democrat, a newspaper of general circulation published in the County of 
Sonoma, State of California. 

In regular session of the Board of Supervisors of the County of Sonoma, passed 
this 4th day of October,_2022, on regular roll call of the members of said Board by the 

following vote: 

SUPERVISORS: 

Gorin: Aye Rabbitt:Aye Coursey: Aye Hopkins: Aye Gore: No 

Ayes: 4 Absent: 0 

Noes: 1 Abstain: 0 

WHEREUPON, the Chair declared the above and foregoing Ordinance duly adopted and 

on, 

Clerk of the Board of Supervisors 
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Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Information  Item  

 
TO:   BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:   Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:   Drought Executive  Order Compliance Update  
  

Summary:  Staff will provide  a brief update  on compliance with the Governor’s Drought Executive  
Order N-7-22.  
 

 
Background   
On March 28, 2022 Governor Newsom issued Drought Executive Order N-7-22 that included  new well  
permitting requirements for local  agencies  to prepare for  and lessen the  effects of  drought conditions.  
 
Local well permitting agencies retain existing well permitting authorities, including reviewing and  
administering well permits. Under  the Executive Order Action 9, local well permitting agencies  must take  
the following steps during the  well permitting process for wells intending to extract  groundwater:  
 
1.  Consultation with the GSA  –  If  the proposed well would be in a high or medium priority  

groundwater basin, the  well permitting agency must consult with the GSA and receive  written  
verification from the GSA that the proposed well location is generally consistent  (not inconsistent)  
with the applicable GSP and will not decrease the likelihood of  achieving the sustainability goals that  
the GSAs have developed under SGMA.  

2.  Permit Evaluation  –  For  every  well permit application, the local well permitting  agency  must 
determine before issuing a well permit that  extraction of groundwater from the  proposed well is not  
likely to interfere with the production and functioning of existing  nearby wells and is not likely to  
cause subsidence that would adversely impact or  damage nearby infrastructure.  
 

These requirements do not apply to  wells that pump less than 2 acre-feet per year (de minimis  users)  
and wells that exclusively provide groundwater  to public water supply systems as defined  in section 
116275 of the Health and Safety  Code.  
 
Since the Executive Order  was issued, the Sonoma Valley GSA has been coordinating closely with the 
local well permitting agency (Permit  Sonoma) to develop processes  to comply. For non-exempt wells,  
Permit  Sonoma  will be requiring a  well interference study prior  to finding the permit complete for  
processing. The County of Sonoma has determined that subsidence is not an issue within Sonoma  
County that  would require further study by a  permit applicant.  For non-exempt  wells within a priority  
basin such as the Santa Rosa Plain, Permit  Sonoma will consult with the GSA  to verify groundwater  
extraction from a proposed well is not inconsistent with the GSP and will not decrease  the likelihood of  
achieving a sustainability goal. Following review of  available information, the GSA will provide Permit  
Sonoma with a  written response addressing a consistency determination.  
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To date,  the GSA has received from Permit Sonoma one referred application for a well in the Sonoma  
Valley subbasin. The GSA is currently reviewing the  application, requesting additional information, and 
developing a response.  
 
Fiscal Information  
None.    
 
Staff Recommendation  
No action needed.   
 
Vote Requirement  
None.  

List of Attachments  
1.  Drought Executive  Order N-7-22 Fact Sheet  

 
Contact  
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506,  administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
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 Agenda Item: 7B, Attachment 1
Meeting Date:  October 24,  2022

Updated: April 4, 2022 

Drought Well Permitting Requirements 
Drought Executive Order N-7-22 

On March 28, 2022 Governor Newsom issued Drought Executive Order N-7-22 that included 
new well permitting requirements for local agencies to prepare for and lessen the effects of 
drought conditions (Action 9). 

Well Permitting Authority and 
Groundwater Management Oversight 
In California, regulatory authority over well 
construction, alteration, and destruction 
activities resides with local agencies (cities, 
counties, or water agencies), who have the 
authority to adopt a local well ordinance. Well 
permits are administered and enforced by loca
agencies (or local enforcing agencies, LEAs), 
often the Department of Environmental Health
within a given county. 

With the enactment of the Sustainable 
Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) in 
2014, local public agencies – called 
groundwater sustainability agencies or GSAs 
formed to provide specific oversight and 
management of groundwater resources, and t
achieve sustainable groundwater managemen
within 20 years through the development and 
implementation of groundwater sustainability 
plans (GSPs) and associated projects and 
management actions. The local GSAs are 
required to include in their GSPs a discussion
of how they will coordinate these efforts with 
local land use authorities, including local well 
permitting agencies. 

Drought Well Permitting Requirements 
Local well ordinances authorize the conditions
for agencies to issue a well permit or permit 
modification. Given the record drought 
conditions the state has faced over the last 
three years, Drought Executive Order N-7-22 
requires additional actions be taken by local 
well permitting agencies prior to issuing a well
permit. 

Excerpt  of  Action  9 from Drought  
Executive  Order  N-7-22:   

9. To  protect health, safety, and  the 
environment during  this  drought emergency, 
a county, city, or other public  agency  shall 
not: 

a. Approve a permit for a new groundwater 
l  well  or  for alteration  of  an  existing well  in a 

basin  subject to the  Sustainable 
Groundwater  Management Act and classified   as  medium- or high-priority  without first 
obtaining  written  verification  from a  
Groundwater  Sustainability  Agency  
managing  the  basin or area  of the basin  
where the well  is  proposed  to be located that  
groundwater extraction by  the  proposed  well  
would not be inconsistent with any  

–  sustainable groundwater  management  
program  established in  any  applicable  
Groundwater  Sustainability  Plan  adopted  by  

o  that Groundwater  Sustainability  Agency  and  
t  would not decrease the likelihood  of  

achieving  a sustainability  goal  for the basin  
covered by such a plan; or  

b. Issue  a permit for a new groundwater well 
or for  alteration  of an existing well  without  first 

  determining  that extraction of groundwater 
from  the  proposed  well  is  (1) not likely  to 
interfere with the  production and functioning 
of existing  nearby  wells, and (2) not likely  to 
cause subsidence that would adversely 
impact or damage  nearby  infrastructure. 

This  paragraph  shall  not  apply  to permits  for  
 wells  that will  provide  less  than two acre-feet  

per  year  of groundwater  for individual  
domestic  users, or that  will  exclusively  
provide  groundwater  to public  water  supply  
systems  as  defined  in  section  116275  of the  
Health and  Safety Code.  

  

For more information about the State’s Drought Response and Assistance, please visit drought.ca.gov. 
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Local well  permitting  agencies  retain existing  well  permitting  authorities,  including  reviewing and 
administering well permits. Under  the  Executive  Order Action  9, local w ell  permitting  agencies   
must  take the  following  steps  during  the well  permitting  process  for  wells intending  to extract  
groundwater:   

1. Consultation with  the  GSA  –  If  the proposed  well  would be in a  high or  medium  priority  
groundwater basin, the well  permitting agency  must  consult  with  the  GSA an d  receive  
written  verification  from  the  GSA  that  the proposed well location  is  generally  consistent  
(not  inconsistent) with  the  applicable  GSP  and will  not  decrease  the  likelihood of  
achieving  the sustainability goals  that  the GSAs have  developed  under SGMA. 

2. Permit  Evaluation  –  For every  well  permit  application, the local w ell pe rmitting agency  
must determine before issuing  a  well  permit  that e xtraction  of  groundwater  from  the  
proposed well  is not  likely  to  interfere  with  the  production  and functioning  of  existing  
nearby  wells  and is not  likely to  cause  subsidence that  would adversely impact  or  
damage nearby infrastructure. 

These requirements  do  not apply to  wells  that  pump less  than  2 acre-feet  per  year ( de  minimus   
users) and  wells that exclusively  provide  groundwater  to  public water  supply systems as  defined 
in section  116275  of  the Health and Safety  Code.    

State Resources Available  to Local Agencies  
The California  Department of  Water  Resources  (DWR) provides technical  and other  support  
services  to local agencies  to  support decision-making.  The  following  resources are available to   
help local agencies  navigate the  well  permitting  requirements in this Drought Executive Order:  

• To f ind  the groundwater basins  subject  to SGMA  and  classified  as medium  or  high 
priority: Basin Prioritization  Dashboard 

• To f ind  the Groundwater  Sustainability Agency  managing  the applicable basin or  area 
of the  basin: GSA Map  Viewer 

• To f ind the Groundwater  Sustainability Plan  adopted  by the  local  Groundwater 
Sustainability Agency: GSP M ap  Viewer 

• To vi ew existing  nearby  wells  (domestic,  irrigation,  public supply  and reported  dry 
wells):  California’s Groundwater  Live  –  Well Infrastructure 

• To  view groundwater levels and  trends:  California’s Groundwater  Live –  Groundwater 
Levels 

• To vi ew subsidence data  and nearby infrastructure: California’s Groundwater  Live – 
Subsidence Data 

For more  information  or questions,  please contact DWR’s Sustainable Groundwater  
Management  Office  at: SGMPS@water.ca.gov.  

  

For more information about the State’s Drought Response and Assistance, please visit drought.ca.gov. 
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Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Information  Item  

TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:  Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:  Fee Implementation Update  

Summary:  Staff will provide  a brief update  on implementation of  the  Groundwater  Sustainability  Fee 
as  authorized by Water Code section 10730 and pursuant to Agency  Ordinance No. 22-01.  

Background  
In December 2017, the GSA began a study of  possible rate or fee options. In June 2018, the Board 
questioned the  advisability of moving forward with a fee during GSP development  and requested that  
staff negotiate new contribution agreements. The new agreements were  approved by the  Board in 
August 2018 and the fee study was  halted.  

A new fee study  was begun in summer 2021 as the GSP neared completion. At the July  25, 2022 
meeting, the GSA Board adopted an updated Rate  and Fee  Study, approved Agency  Ordinance No. 22-
01, and approved a Groundwater Sustainability Fee of $73.20 per AFY  as  authorized by Water  Code  
section 10730.  At the  Board of Supervisor’s budget hearings during the week of June 13, Supervisor and 
GSA Board Member Rabbitt requested county support for Sonoma Valley and Petaluma Valley GSAs in 
an amount needed to ‘equalize’ the fees in the three basins for all non-municipal ratepayers, so that  
groundwater users in the three basins would all pay $40 an acre foot in FY 2022-23. The Board of  
Supervisors approved this action on a 3-2 vote. Resolution SV-07-2022  provides that  the Groundwater  
Sustainability Fee for non-municipal  pumpers  may be lowered to no less than $40 per  acre-foot annually 
to account for the County contribution.  

Since the July 25, 2022 Board meeting, the  GSA has actively reached out to groundwater users and the  
broader  community about the updated fees:  

• A press release  was issued on July 29 detailing the fee  adoption. 
• Fee resolution advertised in  Press Democrat. 
• Email blast to interested parties list. 
• Website updated to reflect fee adoption and GUIDE program. 
• 1,975  letters mailed  starting September 9 to  all groundwater users with GUIDE information and 

annual fee  amount. 
• 79  manual invoices mailed to  tax-exempt groundwater users and public water systems. 
• Press release issued on September  8  and social media messaging posted  regarding letters, 

GUIDE,  and fees. 
• Operated an ongoing phone bank  to respond to public inquiries regarding the fee. Over  37 

public inquiries responded to in the  Sonoma Valley  thus far. 

The GSA has contracted with the Sonoma County Assessor’s Office to collect  the majority  of  
Groundwater Sustainability Fees on customers property  tax bills. Property tax bills are expected to be  
mailed in mid-October  and the phone bank  will be re-initiated  from  October 17-31 to respond to  
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inquiries  after groundwater users receive their property tax bills. Property  tax bills are due in two  
installments by December 10, 2022 and April 10, 2023. For public water systems and tax-exempt  
groundwater users, manual invoices were mailed out. Manual invoices are due to be paid by December  
10, 2022.  

A Groundwater Users Registration Program was approved in the Santa Rosa  Plain basin in 
December  2019. The  Groundwater User Information Data Exchange (GUIDE) program was launched in 
2021. In July 2022, the GUIDE program was approved for expansion into  the  adjacent  Petaluma Valley  
and Sonoma  Valley GSAs, and in August the updated program was launched, including updates  to reflect  
the new fee resolutions.  

Following the mailing  of notices to groundwater users on September 9, the GSA has received daily  
inquiries ranging from questions of how to utilize the webmap and survey,  to questions of  specific fee  
calculations and assumptions, to background and rationale of the agency, and opinions on all of it  
(support and oppose).  The GUIDE interface has been a central tool to transparently  engage with 
groundwater users and allowing staff to quickly reference and exchange information for a specific  
parcel.   For many telephone inquiries, hard copy versions of the survey were requested and mailed.   

The phone bank engagement has been extremely informative and has led staff to re-evaluate potential  
fee corrections for a handful of parcels. This detailed work continues. If corrections are determined to  
be  merited, the GSA will send a letter  to  the subject parcel owners indicating that a  corrected tax bill will  
be received from  the Assessor’s office, or a revised bill will be received from the GSA.    

For fee inquiries/disputes not resolved through the GUIDE program, Sonoma Valley GSA  Fee Resolution 
007-2022 provides for an informal appeal process to further address most or all inquiries. Should the 
informal appeal process not result in a mutually agreed-upon resolution, a formal  appeal  process as 
established in Ordinance No. 22-01 is available. GSA Staff are  currently developing forms and processes 
for responding to informal and formal fee  appeals. 

Fiscal Information  
None.  

Staff Recommendation  
No action needed.  

Vote Requirement  
None. 

List of  Attachments  
None.  

Contact  
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506,  administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
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Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Action  Item  

TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:  Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:  GSA Board appointed interest-based seats  

Summary:  Six  of  the 12  Advisory Committee members  are appointed by the Board in the  following  
categories:  Environmental (1), Agriculture (1), Rural Residential (1), Business (1), At-Large (2). Staff  
recommends applicants be appointed.   

Background  
The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) requires  the Agency to consider the interests of  
basin stakeholders, including  agricultural water users, residential well owners, municipal well operators,  
public water systems, land-use agencies, environmental users of  water, surface water users, the federal  
government, California Native American tribes, and disadvantaged communities. To ensure the ideas  
and opinions of stakeholders are actively solicited, the Joint Exercise of  Powers Agreement requires the 
agency create  an Advisory Committee. The Advisory Committee reviews and/or provides  
recommendations to the Board on groundwater-related issues.  

Of the  12  members of the Advisory Committee,  six  are  appointed by  the Board, in the following 
categories:  at-large representative (2),  environmental representative (1), rural residential well owner  
(1), business community representative (1), and agricultural interest (1).  

In 2017, the Board conducted a robust  application and selection process to fill the interest-based seats. 
Applicants were  encouraged to provide letters of recommendations from community organizations to  
ensure that  they were qualified to represent  their stated interests. Since 2017, there has been some  
turnover of  the Advisory Committee. The following people currently fill the interest-based seats:  

SEAT  CURRENT APPOINTMENT  

Agriculture  Matt Stornetta  
At-Large  Kenneth Johnson  
At-Large  Vicki Hill  
Business  Steve Wolf  
Environment  Caitlin Cornwall  
Rural Residential  Norman Gilroy  

Normally, all Advisory Committee members  serve two-year terms. However, to avoid the  possibility of all  
or majority  of Advisory Committee members phasing off the committee after  two  years, the  initial term for  
Board-appointed members  was  three years.  According to the GSA  Advisory Committee Charter,  Board-
Appointees are  not term-limited; however,  members must apply for each term. A  solicitation to the  
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current Board-appointed Advisory Committee Members was  sent  in August  2022  asking if they are  
interested in continuing service on the Advisory Committee and requesting a  submittal  of applications.  
Four  currently serving Advisory  Committee members  have  submitted applications  or have indicated  plans  
to submit applications for  consideration of  reappointment by   the Board, and two  currently serving 
Advisory Committee  members have  indicated that they  are  not interested in renewal.  The GSA  is currently  
pursuing  applications for  the vacant Business  and  At-Large seats.    

Staff Recommendation  
Staff recommends the Board appoint  the following applicants to  the GSA  Advisory Committee, for a  two-
year term  beginning January 1, 2023  and ending December 31, 2024:  

• Agriculture:  Matt Stornetta 
• At-Large: Kenneth Johnson 
• Environmental:  Caitlin Cornwall 
• Rural Residential:  Norman Gilroy 

Fiscal Information  
None.  

Vote Required  
Supermajority.  

List of Attachments  
None.  

Contact  
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506,  administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
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Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Action Item  

TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:  Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:  SGMA Implementation  Grant Opportunity and Resolution  

Summary:  Staff recommends the Board support the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
SGMA Implementation  Round 2  Project and approve a  resolution.  

Background  
In 2017, the GSA  applied for and was awarded a $1 million grant from California  Department of Water  
Resources (DWR) with funding from the voter-approved Proposition 1 (the Water Quality, Supply,  and 
Infrastructure Improvement Act of 2014). In 2020, the GSA was awarded a $1 million grant  under  
Proposition 68 for  planning  and project implementation.  On December 6, 2021, the  Sonoma Valley  
Groundwater Sustainability Agency adopted a groundwater sustainability plan.  

On October 4, 2022,  DWR opened solicitations for the  SGM  Implementation Round 2 grant  
program. GSA staff  are  currently reviewing materials  and  preparing  to  meet with DWR staff.  Grant  
applications are due  by November 30 and the GSA is eligible to apply  for funding between $1 
million and $20  million  for project implementation.   

The grants staff has reviewed the project solicitation, solicited feedback on Groundwater Sustainability 
Plan (GSP) project priorities from the Advisory Committee, and is working closely with technical staff  
and the administrator  to develop a proposal that would successfully progress implementation of the  
GSP. Project ideas fall into  two main categories:  

Data  Gaps, Development,  and Monitoring:   These  projects enhance what we  know about the  basin, and 
could include  monitoring w ell  expansion,  voluntary  monitoring programs, and studies on interconnected 
surface  water.  

Project  and Management Actions:  These projects  could implement priority projects identified in the GSP  
and could advance scoping for pilot projects  that could be considered for implementation, such as  
stormwater recharge, groundwater banking, recycled water  expansion or conservation programs.  

Elements from  both  these  categories could be combined into one project application. Staff is currently 
ranking and assessing ideas for readiness to implement; cost share availability; compatibility with DWR  
scoring matrix; transferability to other basins; relative importance; and potential partners. A list of  
potential grant projects is included as Attachment 1.  The  grant application  was  discussed with GSA  
member agency staff on September  12.  
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Proposed Action 
A resolution is required by the GSA Board in support of the grant application. Because the next GSA 
Board meeting will take place after the grant application is due, staff is proposing that the Board adopt a 
broadly worded resolution (Attachment 2). 

Alternatively, if the Board would prefer to adopt a more detailed resolution, it can adopt the attached as 
“draft” and submit a final resolution to DWR after the January 23 Board meeting. 

Staff Recommendation 
Approve the attached resolution directing that application be made to obtain a grant under the 2022 
SGMA Implementation Round 2; and to enter into an agreement to receive a grant for the Sonoma 
Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency SGMA Implementation Round 2 Project (Project); and 
authorizing the Administrator to file a grant application, and enter into an agreement with the California 
Department of Water Resources for the Project, and take all actions necessary to implement the grant 
agreement. 

Fiscal Information 
No direct fiscal impacts. A grant match is not required for this application. 

Vote Required 
Supermajority. 

List of Attachments 
1. List of Potential Projects for Sonoma Valley GSA SGM Implementation Grant Application 
2. Resolution SV-010-2022 

Contact 
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506, administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org 
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Potential Projects for  Sonoma  Valley  GSA  
SGM Implementation Grant Application  

 

Component 1: Aquifer System and Beneficial User Impact Assessments  

•  Assess Potential Effects to  Sensitive Beneficial Users  (domestic well users  $250,000  
and GDEs)  

•  Groundwater-Level Monitoring Network Expansion  (voluntary GWL  $450,000  
monitoring and dedicated wells)  

•  Saltwater Intrusion Monitoring Network Development  $500,000  
•  Aquifer System Hydrogeologic Characterization  (AEM analysis, aquifer tests  $150,000  

etc.)  
•  Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement  TBD  

COMPONENT  TOTAL  $1,350,000  
 

Component 2: Planning  for  Demand Management Programs  

•  Water-Use Efficiency Assessment and Pilot Program   $180,000  
•  Voluntary Metering Program  $250,000  
•  Assessment and Prioritization of Potential Policy Options  $100,000  
•  Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement  TBD  

COMPONENT  TOTAL  $530,000  
 

Component 3: Planning for Projects  

•  Recycled Water Expansion  $70,000  
•  Groundwater Banking/Aquifer Storage  and Recovery  $325,000  
•  Stormwater Capture/Groundwater Recharge  $200,000  
•  Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement  TBD  

COMPONENT  TOTAL  $595,000  
 

Component 4: Initial Implementation of Projects  

•  Sonoma Valley Recycled Water Pipeline  $3,600,000  
•  City of Sonoma Aquifer Storage and Recovery Well  $3,600,000  
•  Water-Use Efficiency Program Implementation  TBD  
•  Outreach and Stakeholder Engagement  TBD  

COMPONENT  TOTAL  $7,200,000  
 

 

INITIAL  TOTAL  $9,675,000  
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RESOLUTION  NO.:  010-2022  
Dated:  October  24, 2022  

RESOLUTION  OF  THE BOARD  OF DIRECTORS OF THE  SONOMA VALLEY  GROUNDWATER  
SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY DIRECTING  THAT  AN  APPLICATION BE MADE TO THE CALIFORNIA 
DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES TO OBTAIN A GRANT UNDER THE 2022  SUSTAINABLE  

GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT (SGM)  GRANT PROGRAM SGMA IMPLEMENTATION ROUND  
2 GRANT PURSUANT  TO  THE CALIFORNIA DROUGHT, WATER, PARKS, CLIMATE, COASTAL  

PROTECTION, AND OUTDOOR ACCESS FOR ALL ACT OF 2018 (PROPOSITION 68) (PUB.  
RESOURCE CODE, § 80000 ET SEQ.) AND THE  BUDGET ACTS  OF 2021 AND 2022   AND TO  

ENTER INTO AN AGREEMENT TO RECEIVE A GRANT  FOR THE  SONOMA VALLEY  
GROUNDWATER  SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY SGMA IMPLEMENTATION ROUND 2 PROJECT  

(PROJECT); AND AUTHORIZING THE ADMINISTRATOR OF THE  SONOMA VALLEY  
GROUNDWATER SUSTAINABILITY AGENCY TO  PREPARE THE  NECESSARY DATA, CONDUCT  

INVESTIGATIONS, FILE SUCH APPLICATION, AND EXECUTE A GRANT  AGREEMENT AND  ANY  
FUTURE AMENDMENTS (IF REQUIRED), SUBMIT INVOICES, AND SUBMIT ANY REPORTING  

REQUIREMENTS WITH THE CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF WATER RESOURCES. 

WHEREAS, the Department of Water Resources is administering the Sustainable Groundwater  
Management (SGM)  Grant Program  SGMA  Implementation Round 2 Grant (Implementation –  Round 2)  
solicitation using funds authorized by Proposition 68  and General  Funds from the Budget Acts  of  2021 and  
2022 to encourage sustainable management  of groundwater  resources that support  SGMA; and  

WHEREAS, the Department of Water Resources  released  a proposal solicitation package for  
Implementation –  Round 2 on October  4,  2022; and  

WHEREAS, the  Implementation –  Round 2  grant  will provide funding to GSAs and other  
responsible entities to update/revise/modify their groundwater sustainability plans or support  
groundwater sustainability plan implementation; and  

WHEREAS, applicants with projects located in medium and high priority basins, including critically  
over drafted basins are eligible for funding; and  

WHEREAS,   the  Sonoma Valley  basin has been identified by Department of Water Resources as a  
High  Priority basin; and  

WHEREAS, on December  6, 2021 the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency adopted  
a groundwater sustainability plan; and  

WHEREAS, the procedures and criteria established by the Department of Water Resources for this  
program require a resolution certifying approval of the application  by  the  applicant's governing body  
before submission of the  application; and  
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WHEREAS, the application contains assurances with which the  applicant must comply; and  

WHEREAS, the applicant, if selected, will  enter into  an agreement  with the  State of  California  to  
carry out sustainable groundwater planning projects  and programs.  

NOW,  THEREFORE,  THE  BOARD  OF  DIRECTORS  OF  SONOMA VALLEY  GSA  DOES  HEREBY  RESOLVE  AS  
FOLLOWS:  

1. That an  application be made  to  the  California  Department  of  Water  Resources  to  obtain a  grant 
under the  2022 Sustainable Groundwater  Management (SGM) Grant  Program SGMA Implementation 
Round 2  Grant  pursuant to the California Drought, Water, Parks, Climate, Coastal  Protection, and  Outdoor 
Access For All Act of 2018 (Proposition 68) (Pub. Resource Code,  § 80000 et seq.) and the  Budget Acts  of 
2021 and 2022 and to enter into an agreement  to receive  a grant for the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater 
Sustainability Agency  SGMA Implementation Round 2  Project. 

2. That the  Administrator  of the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency,  or designee, is 
hereby authorized and directed to prepare the necessary data, conduct investigations, file such 
application, and execute a grant agreement  and any future amendments (if required), submit invoices, 
and submit any reporting requirements with  the California D epartment  of Water Resources  for  Sonoma 
Valley  Groundwater Sustainability  Agency Round 2  Project. 

PASSED AND ADOPTED by the Board of Directors of  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Sustainability    Agency,  
this  24th  day of  October  2022,  by the  following vote:  

MEMBERS:  
Ding: _____    Gorin: ______   Mulas: _______    Rabbitt: ______   Rogers: _______   Sangiacomo: ______   

AYES:     NOES:    ABSENT:    ABSTAIN:  

SO ORDERED  

The within  instrument  is  a  correct copy  of  the  original  on  file  with  this  office.  

ATTEST:  DATE:  October  24, 2022  

William J.  Keene  
Clerk  of  the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater  Sustainability  Agency  
         of  the  State of  California  in  and  for  the  County  of  Sonoma  
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Agenda Item: 8C 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Sonoma  Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Information  Item  

TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:  Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:  Consider Resolution Commending Plan Manager Jay Jasperse  

Summary:  Chair  Gorin  will introduce for  Board consideration a proposed resolution commending Jay  
Jasperse for his dedicated and thoughtful contributions and service to the  Sonoma  Valley  Groundwater  
Sustainability Agency (GSA) as  Plan Manager.  

Background  
At the August 2017 Sonoma  Valley  GSA Board meeting, the Board approved the appointment of Jay 
Jasperse of the  Sonoma  County Water Agency as Plan Manager for  the purpose of the Groundwater  
Sustainability Plan.   

Mr. Jasperse was  instrumental in the collaborative development of groundwater management in 
Sonoma Valley, many  years before  the  Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) was  
authorized.  Recognizing the importance of the groundwater resource in the subbasin, he worked closely 
with municipal water  suppliers  and the U.S. Geological Survey  on  a collaborative  study.  Mr. Jasperse 
spent many, many hours personally meeting with key stakeholders in the valley to learn and understand 
their perspectives on and interests in groundwater, building foundational  trust that was key to  the  
successful development of the  Sonoma  Valley Groundwater  Sustainability Plan.  
Mr. Jasperse is a longtime member of the Association of California Water Agency’s Groundwater  
Committee and had a front  row seat  and a voice in the development of the Sustainable Groundwater  
Management Act (SGMA). Upon the approval of SGMA in 2014, he  brought together eligible entities to  
negotiate the formation of the GSA, including creation of Joint  Powers Agreement and the  original  
funding plan.  As Plan Manager, Mr. Jasperse  engaged with the  California  Department of Water  
Resources to reconsider elevating priority levels for two additional groundwater basins in Sonoma  
County, advocated for  more than  $2  million  in state grant funding to prepare and implement the GSA’s  
Groundwater Sustainability Plan (GSP), and oversaw development of  the GSP submitted to DWR in 
January 2022.  

During Mr. Jasperse’ tenure as Plan Manager, the GSA has held numerous public meetings to engage  
member agency representatives,  stakeholders, interested parties, and community members  where his  
understanding and ability to  explain complex  concepts was  invaluable.  Mr. Jasperse’  experience and  
counsel has provided significant benefit  to  the GSA and the groundwater basin communities.  
Fortunately, he has  developed a strong  technical team at Sonoma Water that will  build upon his  
previous work and continue  to capably support the GSA in the years  to come.  
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Agenda Item: 8C 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Staff Recommendation 
Approve a resolution commending Plan Manager Jay Jasperse for his exceptional service to the GSA and 
sustainable groundwater management in the Sonoma Valley groundwater basin. 

Fiscal Information 
None. 

Vote Required 
Majority. 

List of Attachments 
1. Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency Resolution 011-2022 

Contact 
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506, administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org 
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Sonoma  Valley  Groundwater  Sustainability  Agency  
Resolution No.  011-2022  

 
RESOLUTION  NO.  011-2022  OF THE BOARD  OF DIRECTORS OF THE  

SONOMA  VALLEY  GROUNDWATER  SUSTAINABILITY  AGENCY  
 

IN APPRECIATION  OF  
OUTSTANDING  PUBLIC SERVICE BY  JAY JASPERSE  

 
WHEREAS,  Jay Jasperse lived and worked in Sonoma Valley with his family for more than three decades;  
and  

WHEREAS,  Jay Jasperse  was  hired by Sonoma Water in  1998 and was appointed as  Plan Manager for the  
Sonoma  Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency (GSA) in 2017; and  

WHEREAS,  Jay Jasperse is  a respected and sought-after member of the  water resources  community,  
having served as  a member of NATO and National Science  Foundation delegations in Egypt and South  
Korea, respectively, and  served  on  influential committees on  behalf of  Sonoma Water and  the  GSA at the  
Association of California Water Agencies;  and  

WHEREAS,  Jay Jasperse  has led  regional water  supply  planning and implementation initiatives  as key staff  
to  the Sonoma  Water  Technical and  Water Advisory Committees, including  the  development of a  
conjunctive use strategy which has helped preserve groundwater in the Sonoma  Valley  subbasin;  and   

WHEREAS, Jay Jasperse led efforts to develop the foundational scientific research on the  Sonoma Valley  
Groundwater Subbasin through cooperative study agreements with the  U.S. Geological Survey and create  
the  Sonoma Valley  Groundwater Management Plan and Program, a voluntary, stakeholder-based effort  
to manage groundwater in the subbasin; and  

WHEREAS,  Jay  Jasperse has advanced the region’s understanding of and adaptation to climate change  
through scientific studies and multiple cooperative  efforts involving water contractors and non-
governmental organizations; and  

WHEREAS,  Jay  Jasperse has spent countless  hours having coffee,  eating lunch and building relationships  
with stakeholders,  incurred personal sacrifice  and exhibited outstanding community spirit  and leadership  
in his service, acting as  an agent of  sound science, regional collaboration and  progressive  technologies;  
and  

WHEREAS,  Jay Jasperse’s  unwavering commitment, willingness and ability  to  understand and respond to  
the concerns of  the people  of  the  Sonoma  Valley  Groundwater  Sustainability Agency  and  the  Sonoma  Valley  
watershed  has made  a substantial  contribution to the  betterment of  the GSA,  Sonoma County and beyond.  
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Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 
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NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED  that the  Sonoma  Valley  GSA  does hereby  commend  Jay Jasperse for  
his time-honored legacy of dedication, enthusiasm and outstanding  public service given to the  
groundwater basin and watershed region.  

******************************************************************************  
I certify that the foregoing Resolution was duly and regularly passed and adopted by  the  Sonoma  Valley  
GSA  at a GSA board meeting  thereof held  October 24, 2022.  
 
 
PASSED, APPROVED AND ADOPTED this  day,  October 24, 2022, by  the  following vote:   
DIRECTORS:  
 
Gorin: _____   Sangiacomo: ______    Ding: ________    Mulas: ______   Rabbitt:  _______  
 
Rogers: ______  
 
 
VOTES:  
 
Ayes: ____ Noes: ____ Absent: ____ Abstain: ____   
 
 
 
By:         Date:  
Susan Gorin,   
Chairperson,  Sonoma  Valley  GSA   
 
 
By:         Date:  
William J. Keene,  
Administrator,  Sonoma  Valley  GSA     
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Agenda Item: 9 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Sonoma  Valley  Groundwater Sustainability Agency  
Administrator’s Report  

TO:  BOARD OF DIRECTORS  
FROM:  Bill Keene, Administrator  
SUBJECT:  Administrator’s Report  

Summary:  GSA Administrator,  Bill Keene, will provide a brief report on  Agency operations.  

Sonoma Valley  GSA Updates  
• Identified meeting dates and schedule for  FY  22-23 for Board of Supervisors, Advisory 

Committee, and staff. 
• Submitted two  comment letters to Board of Supervisors regarding the proposed well ordinance 

amendment (September 8, 2022 &  October 3, 2022). 
• Updated GUIDE data to reflect fee study assumptions and calculations in August. 
• Implemented groundwater sustainability fee –  press release, mailer, assessor’s office 

coordination, staffed public inquiry phone bank, evaluated potential corrections through GUIDE 
• Completed installation of grant-funded groundwater monitoring wells. 
• Developed contract with Pisenti & Brinker  to  conduct annual audit. 
• Participated in Sustainable Groundwater Management Grant Meeting with DWR staff. 

Sonoma County  GSA Updates  
• Well ordinance amendment  workshop (August 9) and hearing (October 4) 
• Integrated GSA operations and grants planning with the Santa Rosa Plain and Petaluma Valley 

GSAs. 

State GSA  Updates  
• SGM Implementation grant solicitation released October 4, 2022. 

List of  Attachments  
1. FY 22-23 GSA Calendar 
2. September 8, 2022  Letter  to Board of  Supervisors re: proposed well ordinance amendment 
3. October 3, 2022 Letter  to Board of Supervisors re: proposed well ordinance amendment 

Contact  
Bill Keene, Administrator, (707) 543-8506,  administrator@sonomavalleygroundwater.org  
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Agenda Item: 9, Attachment 1 
Meeting Date3: October 24, 2022 

Sonoma Valley Groundwater Sustainability Agency 
FY 2022-23 Meeting Calendar 

Board – Dates & Topics Advisory Committee – Dates & Topics 

September 13 
• Permit Sonoma Updates 
• Fee Implementation 
• SGM Grant Application 
• GSP Implementation 

October 24 
• SGM Grant Application 
• Fee Implementation 
• Executive Order Compliance 
• AC Renewal 
• Additional meeting topics TBD 

January 23, 2023 – If Needed 
• Meeting topics TBD 

February 14, 2023 
• Annual Report Review 
• Additional meeting topics TBD 

March 27, 2023 
• FY 2023-24 Budget 
• Additional meeting topics TBD 

May 17, 2023 
• Conceptual Model Updates 
• Additional meeting topics TBD 

June 26, 2023 
• Fee Resolution 
• Additional meeting topics TBD 

Community Meetings 

To be determined. 

SV GSA FY 2022-23 Mtg Calendar – 10.24.22 1 
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Agenda Item: 9, Attachment 2 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

August  8, 2022  
Sonoma County Board of Supervisors  
575 Administration Drive  
Santa Rosa, CA 95403  

RE: Comments on proposed amendments to  the  Sonoma County Code Chapter 25B (well  
Ordinance) to add provisions for evaluation of  impacts to public trust resources  and well  
metering, and related changes  

Thank you for  the opportunity to review proposed amendments  to  the Sonoma County Well  
Ordinance to add  provisions for evaluation of impacts to  Public  Trust Resources and  Well 
Metering. We appreciate County staff’s  efforts to respond to the  2018  California  Court of 
Appeals decision  to require  that  well permits  evaluate impacts on public trust resources.  

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) required local Groundwater  
Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to  form  in California-designated high and  medium priority  
groundwater basins  and required  the  GSAs to develop and implement groundwater  
sustainability plans  (GSPs).  Within Sonoma County, three GSAs  were formed in 2017  to 
sustainably  manage  groundwater in the  Petaluma Valley, Santa Rosa Plain, and Sonoma Valley  
groundwater basins. Information can be found at www.sonomacountygroundwater.org.  

Groundwater is an essential resource in Sonoma  County, home to roughly 45,000  water wells,  
the most per capita  of any county in California.  Groundwater is the  primary water supply  for  
irrigated agriculture (where access to recycled  water or surface water is not available), rural 
residential properties (including  many mutual  water  companies),  irrigated park lands,  
commercial and industrial users in  unincorporated areas,  and  the City of Sebastopol. 
Groundwater  also  provides  backup/supplemental supply for  other  cities  and  public water  
suppliers  while  supporting  surface water flows and groundwater dependent ecosystems.  

In  December  2021, the  GSAs  completed  GSPs  for each basin.  The GSPs were largely state grant  
funded and involved  a broad range  of stakeholders over a period of  two  years.  The GSPs include  
Hydrogeologic Conceptual  Models which  identify  data  and information  gaps  that need to  be  
addressed during GSP implementation.  Two  of the primary data gaps identified in each of the  
GSPs are:  (1) the locations,  depths,  volumes, and timing of groundwater pumping  in order to  
improve  the  assessment  of potential impacts  from groundwater  pumping to beneficial users  
and uses; and  (2)  an understanding of surface and groundwater connectivity  and the  depletion  
of interconnected surface water.  
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Agenda Item: 9, Attachment 2 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Under Proposition 68, the three GSAs have been partnering with Permit Sonoma to create an 
information sharing system on well permits and groundwater monitoring. If the proposed well 
ordinance amendment is adopted, this system could be leveraged and expanded to include the 
data generated through the proposed well ordinance, which would help to fill the data gaps 
identified in the GSPs. 

On March 28, 2022, Governor Newsom issued Drought Executive Order N-7-22 that included 
new well permitting requirements for local agencies to prepare for and lessen the effects of 
drought conditions. The Sonoma County GSAs appreciate the County’s recently adopted 
emergency drought standards for well construction to comply with the Executive Order and are 
currently coordinating with Permit Sonoma to implement the specific requirements that pertain 
to GSA consultation.  

To ensure that groundwater users are informed and educated on the importance of 
groundwater resources, SGMA requires the GSAs to conduct active stakeholder engagement. 
Since 2017, the GSAs have developed a stakeholder list of about 1,500 people, created four 
websites, issued a monthly blog, held numerous well-attended workshops, and established a 
social media presence.  We support the county conducting substantial outreach to groundwater 
users on the proposed changes, in coordination with the GSAs. 

The proposed well ordinance amendment, recent well construction standards update, and 
planned GSP projects and management actions (within the three GSA basins) are significant 
changes to groundwater management in Sonoma County. The GSAs look forward to continuing 
our collaboration with Sonoma County, Permit Sonoma, member entities, resource agencies, 
and the GSA community to align and enhance outreach efforts to inform the public and 
minimize potential confusion, address state and local requirements, and ultimately support 
sustainably managing our precious groundwater resources. 

Sincerely,  

Sandi Potter  Bill Keene  
Petaluma Valley GSA Administrator  Sonoma Valley GSA Administrator 

Andy Rodgers  
Santa Rosa Plain GSA Administrator  
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Agenda Item: 9, Attachment 3 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

October 3, 2022 

Sonoma County Board of Supervisors 
575 Administration Drive 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

RE: Comments on proposed revised amendments to the Sonoma County Code Chapter 25B 
(well Ordinance) to add provisions for evaluation of impacts to public trust resources 
and well metering, and related changes 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide additional comments on the revised amendments to the 
Sonoma County Well Ordinance. Following the Board of Supervisor’s direction from August 9, 2022, 
County staff provided an overview of revised draft changes to the well ordinance at each of the 
three Groundwater Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) September Advisory Committee meetings. Staff 
presented a summary of the revisions proposed to define a public trust review area, expand 
ministerial pathways, require water conservation measures, and make adjustments to 
monitoring requirements. 

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) required local Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to form in state-designated high and medium priority 
groundwater basins and required the GSAs to develop and implement groundwater 
sustainability plans (GSPs). Within Sonoma County, three GSAs were formed in 2017 to 
sustainably manage groundwater in the Petaluma Valley, Santa Rosa Plain, and Sonoma Valley 
groundwater basins. Information can be found at www.sonomacountygroundwater.org. 

The GSAs have specified authorities under SMGA but do not, on their own, have the authority 
to review and issue well permits. On this topic, SGMA includes the following provision in 
Water Code Section 10726.4 (b) that confirms the County’s authority to issue well permits: 

This section does not authorize a groundwater sustainability agency to issue permits for 
the construction, modification, or abandonment of groundwater wells, except as 
authorized by a county with authority to issue those permits. A groundwater 
sustainability agency may request of the county, and the county shall consider, that the 
county forward permit requests for the construction of new groundwater wells, the 
enlarging of existing groundwater wells, and the reactivation of abandoned 
groundwater wells to the groundwater sustainability agency before permit approval. 

As requested by the County, the GSAs will receive any forwarded groundwater well permit 
requests and provide input on a case-by-case basis subject to staffing availability and resources, 
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Sonoma County Board of Supervisors 
September 14, 2022 
Page 2 

Agenda Item: 9, Attachment 3 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

and in  accordance with the approved Groundwater Sustainability  Plan.  Additionally,  for the  
duration of the  State-declared  drought,  the GSAs will continue to comply with all provisions of  
Governor Newsom’s  Drought Executive  Order N-7-22 issued on March 28,  2022.  

In  closing, the comments in this letter, together  with comments in  our letter  dated  
August  8,  2022  (attached) constitute  our input on the proposed well ordinance  amendments.  
The GSAs  look forward  to  continuing  our collaboration with Sonoma County, Permit Sonoma,  
member  entities,  resource  agencies, and  the GSA  community  to  support  sustainably managing  
our groundwater  subbasin resources.  

Sincerely,  

Sandi Potter  
Petaluma Valley GSA Administrator  

Andy Rodgers  
Santa Rosa Plain GSA Administrator  

Bill Keene  
Sonoma  Valley  Plain GSA Administrator  

Enclosure(s):  August  8,  2022  Comment Letter  
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Agenda Item: 9, Attachment 3 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

August 8, 2022 
Sonoma County Board of Supervisors 
575 Administration Drive 
Santa Rosa, CA 95403 

RE: Comments on proposed amendments to the Sonoma County Code Chapter 25B (well 
Ordinance) to add provisions for evaluation of impacts to public trust resources and well 
metering, and related changes 

Thank you for the opportunity to review proposed amendments to the Sonoma County Well 
Ordinance to add provisions for evaluation of impacts to Public Trust Resources and Well 
Metering. We appreciate County staff’s efforts to respond to the 2018 California Court of 
Appeals decision to require that well permits evaluate impacts on public trust resources. 

The Sustainable Groundwater Management Act (SGMA) required local Groundwater 
Sustainability Agencies (GSAs) to form in California-designated high and medium priority 
groundwater basins and required the GSAs to develop and implement groundwater 
sustainability plans (GSPs). Within Sonoma County, three GSAs were formed in 2017 to 
sustainably manage groundwater in the Petaluma Valley, Santa Rosa Plain, and Sonoma Valley 
groundwater basins. Information can be found at www.sonomacountygroundwater.org. 

Groundwater is an essential resource in Sonoma County, home to roughly 45,000 water wells, 
the most per capita of any county in California. Groundwater is the primary water supply for 
irrigated agriculture (where access to recycled water or surface water is not available), rural 
residential properties (including many mutual water companies), irrigated park lands, 
commercial and industrial users in unincorporated areas, and the City of Sebastopol. 
Groundwater also provides backup/supplemental supply for other cities and public water 
suppliers while supporting surface water flows and groundwater dependent ecosystems. 

In December 2021, the GSAs completed GSPs for each basin. The GSPs were largely state grant 
funded and involved a broad range of stakeholders over a period of two years. The GSPs include 
Hydrogeologic Conceptual Models which identify data and information gaps that need to be 
addressed during GSP implementation.  Two of the primary data gaps identified in each of the 
GSPs are: (1) the locations, depths, volumes, and timing of groundwater pumping in order to 
improve the assessment of potential impacts from groundwater pumping to beneficial users 
and uses; and (2) an understanding of surface and groundwater connectivity and the depletion 
of interconnected surface water. 
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Agenda Item: 9, Attachment 3 
Meeting Date: October 24, 2022 

Under Proposition 68, the three GSAs have been partnering with Permit Sonoma to create an 
information sharing system on well permits and groundwater monitoring. If the proposed well 
ordinance amendment is adopted, this system could be leveraged and expanded to include the 
data generated through the proposed well ordinance, which would help to fill the data gaps 
identified in the GSPs. 

On March 28, 2022, Governor Newsom issued Drought Executive Order N-7-22 that included 
new well permitting requirements for local agencies to prepare for and lessen the effects of 
drought conditions. The Sonoma County GSAs appreciate the County’s recently adopted 
emergency drought standards for well construction to comply with the Executive Order and are 
currently coordinating with Permit Sonoma to implement the specific requirements that pertain 
to GSA consultation.  

To ensure that groundwater users are informed and educated on the importance of 
groundwater resources, SGMA requires the GSAs to conduct active stakeholder engagement. 
Since 2017, the GSAs have developed a stakeholder list of about 1,500 people, created four 
websites, issued a monthly blog, held numerous well-attended workshops, and established a 
social media presence.  We support the county conducting substantial outreach to groundwater 
users on the proposed changes, in coordination with the GSAs. 

The proposed well ordinance amendment, recent well construction standards update, and 
planned GSP projects and management actions (within the three GSA basins) are significant 
changes to groundwater management in Sonoma County. The GSAs look forward to continuing 
our collaboration with Sonoma County, Permit Sonoma, member entities, resource agencies, 
and the GSA community to align and enhance outreach efforts to inform the public and 
minimize potential confusion, address state and local requirements, and ultimately support 
sustainably managing our precious groundwater resources. 

Sincerely, 

Sandi Potter  Bill Keene  
Petaluma Valley GSA Administrator  Sonoma Valley GSA Administrator 

Andy Rodgers  
Santa Rosa Plain GSA Administrator  
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